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ABSTRACT
Ductile Design and Predicted Inelastic Response of Steel Moment Frame Buildings for Extreme
Wind Loads
Tyler E. Giles
Department of Civil Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Inelastic design methods have been used in seismic design for several years and are well
accepted in engineering practice. In contrast, an inelastic wind design method is yet to be
developed, in part due to the inherent differences between seismic forces and wind forces. Current
wind design practice follows a linear method to find a design windspeed for the location where the
structure will be built. Once the design windspeed has been determined, the lateral force resisting
system is designed such that it will behave elastically. This study was conducted with the
hypothesis that by providing ductility at the material level, member level, and system level it may
be possible to use a reduced design force for wind (i.e., a design force reduction that is proportional
to a wind response modification factor).
A three-story office building that uses steel moment frames as the primary lateral force
resisting system was examined to test the hypothesis. Various levels of ductility were included
based on ductility requirements for material strength, section stability and system stability
originally developed for seismic design. Moment frames were designed for a range of design
windspeeds and for three levels of ductility. For each design windspeed, a non-ductile
(representing the moment frame as it would be designed by current standards), moderately-ductile
and highly-ductile moment frame were developed. A finite element model of the building was
made to capture inelastic material behavior and large displacements. The finite element model was
subjected to wind loads based on wind tunnel tests data, and the static pushover, vibration, and
dynamic responses of the building were evaluated.
The performance of each moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment frame was
compared to the performance of each non-ductile frame of a higher design windspeed. The results
show that for moderately-ductile moment frames, a wind response modification factor equal to 2
provided a collapse capacity that met or exceeded the collapse capacity of the comparative nonductile moment frame. For highly-ductile moment frames, a wind response modification factor
equal to 3 met or exceeded the collapse capacity of the comparative non-ductile moment frame. In
many instances, the collapse capacity of the moderately-ductile moment frame was similar to the
collapse capacity of the highly-ductile moment frame. Thus, the results indicate that the use of a
response modification factor for wind may be viable.

Keywords: ductility, inelasticity, moment frame, wind
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NOTATION
The following symbols are used in this thesis:
Ag = Gross area of cross section.
a0 = Rayleigh damping constant.
a1 = Rayleigh damping constant.
b = Flange width / width of building
bfc = Column flange width.
Ca = Ratio of ultimate strength to yield strength.
Cp = External pressure coefficient.
db = Beam depth.
dc = Column depth.
E = Modulus of Elasticity.
Fdesign = Design base shear force.
Fmax = Maximum base shear force.
Fu = Ultimate strength.
Fy = Yield strength.
G = Gust effect factor / shear modulus of elasticity.
GCpi = Internal pressure coefficient.
H = Story height.
h = Wide flange web height.
hmean = Mean height of building.
Kd = Wind directionality factor.
Ke = Ground elevation factor / elastic stiffness of panel zone.
Kp = Plastic stiffness of panel zone.
Kz = Velocity pressure coefficient.
Kzt = Topography factor.

xi

LB = Lateral brace spacing.
l = Building length.
M*pc = Projection of the nominal flexural strength of the column.
M*pb = Projections of the expected flexural strength of the beam at the plastic hinge locations.
PDf = Floor dead point load.
PDfbeam = Floor beam dead point load.
PDfgirder = Floor girder dead point load.
PDr = Roof dead point load.
PDrbeam = Roof beam dead point load.
PDrgirder = Roof girder dead point load.
Pg = Gravity load on member.
PLCDf = Floor dead point load on leaning column.
PLCDr = Roof dead point load on leaning column.
PLCLf = Floor live point load on leaning column.
PLCS = Snow point load on leaning column.
PLf = Floor live point load.
PLfbeam = Floor beam live point load.
PLfgirder = Floor girder live point load.
PS = Snow point load.
PSbeam = Beam snow point load.
PSgirder = Girder snow point load.
Pu = Axial force at failure.
Py = Axial force at yielding.
p = Wind pressure.
qh = Velocity pressure coefficient.
qz = Velocity pressure coefficient.
Rwind = Wind response modification factor.

xii

Ry = Ratio of expected yield stress to specified minimum yield stress of the steel material.
ry = Radius of gyration in the minor axis.
t = Flange thickness.
tfc = Column flange thickness.
tpz = Panel zone thickness.
tw = Web thickness.
V = Design windspeed.
Vy = Panel zone shear strength.
wDf = Distributed floor dead load.
wDr = Distributed roof dead load.
wLf = Distributed floor live load.
wS = Distributed snow load.
Δy = Yield point.
Δ80% = Displacement at 80% post peak load.
θp = Peak plastic rotation.
θpc = Plastic rotation at onset of geometric instability.
θu = Ultimate rotation.
Λ = Reference cumulative rotation capacity.
λmd = Limiting width to thickness ratio for moderately ductile moment frame.
λhd = Limiting width to thickness ratio for highly ductile moment frame.
μ = Period based ductility.
ξ = Damping coefficient.
τb = Stiffness reduction Factor.
ϕc = Reduction Factor.
Ωwind = Overstrength.
ωn = Natural frequency.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Inelastic design methods for seismic loads, which form part of the performance-based
design approach, has been researched heavily for the past 30 years (Chuang 2017). The
performance-based design approach for seismic loads is now well incorporated into the current
building codes (AISC 341-16). In relation to steel buildings, there are several lateral force resisting
systems (moment frames, braced frames, etc.) which incorporate varying levels of ductility to
allow for inelastic response during a seismic event. For these lateral systems a corresponding
response modification factor has been developed based on the system’s ductility capacity and
overstrength (Richards 2017). The response modification factor allows the lateral system to be
designed for a proportionally reduced base shear force (ASCE 2016).
While accepted practices for seismic design incorporate inelasticity, there is yet to be a
generally accepted inelastic method for wind design. The current approach for wind design follows
a more linear method in which the structure behaves elastically and ductility is not considered
(Griffis 2013). Currently, a design wind speed is selected based on location and a mean recurrence
interval that corresponds to the risk category of the structure. The mean recurrence intervals range
from 400 years for a risk category I structure to 3000 years for a risk category IV structure (ASCE
2016). The design windspeed will typically have a low probability of occurrence during the life of
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the structure. In many instances, the wind loads are somewhat smaller than the seismic loads,
therefore the lateral force resisting system is governed by seismic design. However, the linear
method of determining wind loads is still applied to buildings which may experience intense wind
speeds such as areas prone to tornados and hurricanes. In these cases, the conventional design
approach can result in a structure that is overly conservative, thus less economical. In these areas
a performance-based design approach for wind could be of great value as it would lead to more
cost-effective designs.
Over the last decades the problem of developing a performance-based wind design method
has been researched extensively (Ciampoli 2011). There have been several investigations into an
acceptable framework for wind design (van de Lindt 2009; Ciampoli 2011; Griffis 2013; Chuang
2017; Chuang 2020; ASCE 2019). The proposed frameworks advocate the need for non-linear
analysis to appropriately determine the structural response; however, there is yet to be a general
method for application. Inherent differences in the nature of wind events from seismic events has
made them somewhat more challenging to analyze.
Wind loads differ greatly from seismic loads in how they are generated. Wind loads result
from the wind pressures applied externally to the structure. These wind pressures are dependent
upon the height and geometry of the structure, as well as the surrounding terrane. Loading is also
dependent on the type of wind storm event. Seismic loads on the other hand are generated from
lateral ground motions, composed of shear and compression waves, and are dependent upon
earthquake intensity and structural mass. The result is a nearly even distribution of load on the
building diaphragm. Wind forces are highly random, and can act on the building in a nonsymmetrical manner. Wind loads are therefore applied as an average, static-equivalent load. The
intensity of the wind loads will generally increase throughout the progression of the storm.
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Wind storm events have a much longer duration than seismic events, generally lasting
around 45 to 60 minutes (Judd 2015). Seismic events, while not as long, produce higher frequency
vibrations than wind storms. A major computational challenge comes from modeling the entirety
of a wind event using non-linear analysis, as this must be done to obtain meaningful results about
the collapse resistance of the structure (Chuang 2017). When structural members are permitted to
yield beyond their first significant yield point, the natural frequency of the structure is reduced. In
seismic design this decreases the forces acting on the structure; however, in wind design this tends
to increase the loading on the structure. The applied static-equivalent lateral loads must be
corrected or an unconservative design may result (Griffis 2013).
This study applies the principles of inelasticity to wind design of buildings in a similar
manner as the current approach used in the United States for seismic design of buildings. The
fundamental concept motivating this study is that by increasing the ductility of a structural system,
that system will behave inelastically under extreme loading conditions. The approach of the project
will be to model a structure under extreme wind loading and increment the ductility while
maintaining a structurally sound system. Potentially, with increased ductility the sizes of the
structural members used for a design windspeed will decrease, leading to a decrease in the size of
the footings and foundations. This will potentially lead to a more economical structure than what
the current elastic wind design method allows. The hypothesis is that an increase in the structure’s
ductility will allow for a proportional reduction in the design force, leading to the development of
a wind response modification factor Rwind, as has similarly been done for seismic design.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this study is to investigate the inelastic behavior of low-rise office
buildings with steel moment frames subjected to extreme wind loads and to develop a
3

corresponding wind response modification factor for the moment frames. By incrementing the
ductility of the moment frame, it is hypothesized that a wind response modification factor can be
justified for steel moment frames subject to wind loads, similar to that which has been done for
seismic loads. The seismic design code utilizes three types of moment frames, corresponding to
different ductility levels. Non-ductile moment frames are classified as ordinary moment frames
(OMF), moderately-ductile moment frames are classified as intermediate moment frames (IMF),
and highly-ductile moment frames are classified as special moment frames (SMF). The
requirements for each system are detailed in AISC 341, Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel
Buildings, Chapter E.
The classification of moderately-ductile and highly-ductile mean that the moment frame is
permitted to yield and experience some inelastic deformation before failing. Ductility in the
moment frame is accomplished by three parameters:
•

Material Strength: The strength of the material is limited to allow significant yielding to
occur before reaching its ultimate strength. To preserve the ductility of the system, limits
are placed on the ratio of Fy/Fu.

•

Section Stability: Buckling is delayed by placing limits on the width to thickness ratio of
the flange and web. As a steel member is placed in flexure, the tension flange will yield,
strain harden and eventual rupture, thus ductility is added to the system by strain hardening.
As the tension flange hardens, the compression flange may buckle about the weak axis,
thus causing premature failure in the member before ductility can be utilized. Additionally,
local buckling can occur in very high localized strains. When these strains are repeated,
premature fracture can result. This is not good when the member is intended to behave in
a ductile manner. Width to thickness ratios of compression elements require a steel section
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that will provide resistance to local buckling when the element is stressed into the inelastic
range. The goal of the width to thickness requirements is to allow the tension flange of the
steel section to yield before the compression flange buckles.
•

System Ductility: The moment frame is to be designed and braced in such a manner that
ductility is controlled in the system. This is accomplished by providing lateral bracing for
the beam, and by implementing the strong column – weak beam principle. The
requirements of lateral bracing are intended to prevent lateral torsional buckling in the
beam, thus allowing the beam to behave in a more ductile manner. The purpose of the
strong column weak beam principle is to prevent a soft story in the building. It is more of
a general concern for the overall strength of the building rather than an individual beam to
column connection concern. It is often mistaken as a method to prevent yielding in the
column, and forcing all the yielding to occur in the beam. However, some yielding in the
column has been shown to not greatly impact the lateral resistance of the moment frame.
The real benefit of strong column weak beam requirements is that the columns are strong
enough to force flexural yielding to go throughout the entire system, and not just focused
on one floor. While columns may still exhibit some yielding, yielding of the beams
becomes dominate using the strong column weak beam requirements.
For this study, two archetype buildings were examined: a one-story office building and a

three-story office building. This research will focus on the three-story office building, per request
of the sponsor. A previous study conducted at the University of Wyoming focused on a singlestory box building (Gocke 2020). Thus, since a single-story building has been looked at, a threestory building is anticipated to produce more insightful results. While in the building design phase
of the research it was found that the ductility requirements implemented did not substantially
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change the design of the single story moment frame; thus, because the single story moment frame
has already been studied and because it was not as affected by ductility parameters as was the
three-story building, non-linear analysis was not performed on the single-story moment frame in
this research. The development and design of the single-story moment frames however are
presented in Chapter 2, and future research will be required to complete the non-linear analyses
for the single-story office building.
Each building is designed for four basic wind speeds (110 mph, 127 mph, 156 mph, 220
mph) in open terrain (Exposure C). For each wind speed three moment frames are developed: (1)
a non-ductile frame which follows current design procedure for wind design; (2) a moderatelyductile frame; and (3) a highly-ductile frame. Design for the steel moment frames will be done in
both SAP2000 (CSI 2011) and OpenSees finite element software (PEER 2017). Ultimately, the
design using OpenSees is used as the basis for the design, as that is the program that will be used
to perform the non-linear analysis. OpenSees will be run within a MATLAB script to simplify the
programing process (MATLAB 2020). The design from SAP2000 is provided as a check of the
design results. The scope of this study is limited to low rise buildings which utilize moment frames
as the main wind force resisting system.
The non-linear analysis is used to determine the actual building response in a given
windstorm event. Using OpenSees finite element software with a MATLAB script, three nonlinear analyses were developed: pushover analysis, vibration analysis and dynamic analysis. The
dynamic analysis is also referred to as a time history analysis, as it will use wind tunnel data from
the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) to analyze the behavior of the moment
frame. The pushover analysis will be run to provide comparisons with the dynamic analysis;
however, conclusions will be drawn from the results of the dynamic analysis. The vibration
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analysis will provide the fundamental periods of the structure to be used in the dynamic analysis.
With the results of the dynamic analysis, we will be able to determine if the added ductility will
justify the use of a wind response modification factor.

1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into five chapters and two appendices:

•

Chapter 1 gives background information on the study, identifies the objective and scope
of the project, and outlines the organization of the thesis.

•

Chapter 2 describes the archetype buildings, the requirements for ductility, the gravity
and wind design loads, and the moment frame designs of the one-story and three-story
archetype buildings.

•

Chapter 3 describes the analytical model of the moment frame, and the non-linear static
pushover, vibration (period-determination), and dynamic response history analysis
development and procedures.

•

Chapter 4 presents the results of the pushover, vibration, and dynamics analyses for the
three-story building.

•

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the results, the primary findings, implications of the
results, and potential areas and topics for future research.
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•

Appendices: Appendix A contains sample calculations of the design of the one-story
and three-story office building moment frames. Appendix B contains a sample
MATLAB script for analysis.
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CHAPTER 2. MOMENT FRAME DESIGNS

This chapter describes the development and design of the single-story and three-story
archetype building moment frames. The building sizes are given as well as determination of the
gravity and wind design loads. The column and beam sizes for each moment frame are presented
in this chapter.

2.1 Archetype Buildings
This study examined two archetype buildings, a single-story office building and a threestory office building. The building dimensions were selected based on availability of wind tunnel
data from the national institute of standards and technology and chosen to closely match the
example building from Chapter 3.3 of the AISC Seismic Design Manual (AISC 2018), as this
building has typical dimensions of a small office building. Using the NIST wind tunnel data, an
80 ft. by 125 ft. building with a height of 18 ft. was selected for the single-story office building
and an 80 ft. by 125 ft. building with a height of 40 ft. was selected for the three-story office
building. For the single-story office building, the height of 18 ft. is taller than a typical height for
an office building, however it was selected because the NIST wind tunnel data provided data for
only an 18 ft. height or a 12 ft. height. We determined that the 18 ft. height would provide more
interesting designs than the 12 ft. height. Parapets were neglected in the design for simplicity.
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Using the overall building dimensions selected, the framing layout of the buildings were
selected to mimic the layout from the example building in Chapter 3 of the Seismic Design Manual.
By applying this layout to a building with slightly different dimensions, several of the component
dimensions, such as the spacing of the girders, have non-traditional dimensions. However, we felt
that this did not distract from the overall design of the building. The single-story and three-story
buildings have the same floor plan layout because their floor plan dimensions are the same.
Additionally, the story height for the three-story building was selected by dividing 40 ft. by 3, thus
resulting in an equal story height for each floor. This was done for simplicity in the design process.
To accomplish the purposes of this study, wind forces only needed to be modeled in one
direction. Wind forces were chosen to act in the longitudinal direction of the building. In looking
at the larger project that this study was a part of, braced frames were to be used as the lateral force
resisting system in the transverse direction. Thus, moment frames have only been placed along the
outer walls in the longitudinal direction. As the building sizes are relatively small, single bay
moment frames were selected to resist the wind forces.
The floor plan view for the single-story and three-story building is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.2 shows the elevation view for the single-story building and Figure 2.3 shows the
elevation view for the three-story building. Moment frames are marked on the layout in bolded
lines and arrows.
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Figure 2.1. Single-story and three-story building floor plan.

Figure 2.2. Single-story building elevation view.
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Figure 2.3. Three-story building elevation view.

2.2 Ductility Requirements
To determine if inelasticity can be applied for wind loads in a similar manner as seismic
loads, the ductility requirements that were implemented in the design of the moment frames were
based on current seismic code. Lateral bracing, limits on width to thickness ratio and strong column
– weak beam principles were used to develop the moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment
frame designs. Additionally, it was assumed that the moment frames would use Welded
Unreinforced Flange-Welded Web (WUF-W) beam to column connections (AISC 358-16).
Because the designs were governed by wind loads rather than seismic loads, we were not required
by code to specify a prequalified connection, however we felt it would be beneficial to use a simple
moment connection to calculate the strong column – weak beam ratio.
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 were used to determine the spacing of the beam lateral bracing. The
size of the lateral brace was not relevant to the design of the moment frames; thus, it was not
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determined. Equation 2.1 is the required spacing for the moderately-ductile design, and equation
2.2 is the required spacing for the highly-ductile design.

𝐿𝑏

= 0.19𝑟𝑦 𝐸/(𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦 )

(2.1)

𝐿𝑏

= 0.095𝑟𝑦 𝐸/(𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦 )

(2.2)

The required width to thickness ratio was determined using Chapter D1 of AISC 341. Table
D1.1 lists the limiting width to thickness ratios for highly-ductile and moderately-ductile members.
The width to thickness ratio of the flanges, (b/t), was limited by equation 2.3 for moderately-ductile
members and equation 2.4 for highly-ductile members, where λmd is the moderately-ductile limit
and λhd is the highly-ductile limit.

𝜆𝑚𝑑

𝐸
= 0.40√
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦

(2.3)

𝜆ℎ𝑑

= 0.32√

𝐸
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦

(2.4)

The width to thickness ratio of the web, (h/tw) is limited by the following:
For Ca ≤ 0.114,

𝜆𝑚𝑑

𝐸
(1 − 3.04𝐶𝑎 )
= 3.96√
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦
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(2.5)

𝐸
(1 − 1.04𝐶𝑎 )
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦

= 2.57√

(2.6)

𝜆𝑚𝑑

𝐸
𝐸
(2.12 − 𝐶𝑎 ) ≥ 1.57√
= 1.29√
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦

(2.7)

𝜆ℎ𝑑

= 0.88√

𝐸
𝐸
(2.68 − 𝐶𝑎 ) ≥ 1.57√
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦
𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦

(2.8)

𝐶𝑎

=

𝑃𝑢
𝜙𝑐 𝑃𝑦

(2.9)

= 𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦 𝐴𝑔

(2.10)

𝜆ℎ𝑑

For Ca > 0.114,

Where:

𝜆ℎ𝑑

Strong column-weak beam principles were used as part of the parameters for the highlyductile design, as is done in seismic design. The column and beam must satisfy the following
relationship:

1

∗
∑ 𝑀𝑝𝑐
≤
∗
∑ 𝑀𝑝𝑏

(2.11)
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Where ΣM*pc is the sum of the projections of the nominal flexural strengths of the columns
above and below the joint to the beam centerline with a reduction for the axial force in the column,
and ΣM*pb is the sum of the projections of the expected flexural strengths of the beams at the plastic
hinge locations to the column centerline.

2.3 Design Loads

2.3.1 Gravity Loads
The gravity loads used in this study match the gravity loads used in the example in Chapter
3 of the Seismic Design Manual, and are typical of office buildings. The dead and live loads for
the archetype buildings are as follows:
Floor Dead Load (applicable only to three-story building), Dfloor = 85 psf.
Roof Dead Load, Droof = 68 psf.
Wall Dead Load, Dwall = 14 psf.
Floor Live Load (applicable only to three-story building), Lfloor = 80 psf.
Snow Load, S = 20 psf.
Tributary areas of beams and girders that contribute to the gravity loads on the moment
frame are shown in Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, shaded in red. Figure 2.4 shows the area tributary to
a single outer beam, typical of a beam in the moment frame. Figure 2.5 shows the area tributary to
the girder point loads on the columns of the moment frame. Figure 2.6 shows the remaining
tributary area to be placed on the leaning column of the moment frame.
Walls were assumed to be attached at the top and bottom of each story, thus the moment
frame beam will take half the wall weight below the beam, and half the wall weight above the
beam for the three-story building.
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Using Figure 2.4, the distributed loads on the beams of the moment frames were
determined. The roof beam dead load differs slightly for the single-story building and the threestory building, as the single-story building has a higher wall load. Additionally, the floor beam
dead loads and floor live loads only apply to the three-story building:
Roof dead load (single-story building), wDr = 0.579 klf.
Roof dead load (three-story building), wDr = 0.547 klf.
Roof snow load, ws = 0.133 klf.
Floor dead load, wDf = 0.753 klf.
Floor live load, wLf = 0.533 klf.

Figure 2.4. Tributary floor/roof area to moment frame beams.
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The point loads on the columns of the moment frame are calculated from a combination of
the loads from the girders which connect to the column and point loads from adjacent exterior
beams. Using Figure 2.5, the roof and floor girder point loads on the columns are calculated as
follows:
Dead load from roof girder, PDrgirder = 14.2 k.
Snow load from roof girder, PSgirder = 4.2 k.
Dead load from floor girder, PDfgirder = 17.7 k.
Live load from floor girder, PLfgirder = 16.7 k.

Figure 2.5. Tributary girder floor/roof area to moment frame columns.
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By using the distributed loads on the beams of the moment frame, as has previously been
calculated, the loads acting on the column from the adjacent exterior beams can be determined as
follows:
Dead load from roof beam (single-story), PDrbeam = 9.0 k.
Dead load from roof beam (three-story), PDrbeam = 8.5 k.
Snow load from roof beam, PSbeam = 2.1 k.
Dead load from floor beam, PDfbeam = 11.8 k.
Live load from floor beam, PLfbeam = 8.3 k.

Figure 2.6. Tributary floor/roof area to leaning column.
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Thus, the total column loads now become:
Roof Dead Load (single-story), PDr = 23.2 k.
Roof Dead Load (three-story), PDr = 22.7 k.
Roof Snow Load, PS = 6.3 k.
Floor Dead Load, PDf = 29.5 k.
Floor Live Load, PLf = 25.0 k.
The leaning column is used in the model to account for the additional building weight not
taken directly by the moment frame. Figure 2.6 shows the floor area which will be accounted for
by the leaning column. The loads on the leaning columns are then calculated to be:
Roof Dead Load (Single-Story Building), PLCDr = 301.3 k.
Roof Dead Load (Three-Story Building), PLCDr = 296.7 k.
Roof Snow Load, PLCS = 83.3 k.
Floor Dead Load, PLCDf = 380.7 k.
Floor Live Load, PLCLf = 333.3 k.

2.3.2 Wind Loads
The wind loads acting on the three-story building were determined using the directional
method, as outlined in Chapter 27 of ASCE 7. Part II of Chapter 27 gives a simplified directional
method that may be utilized if the building is enclosed, has a simple diaphragm shape, and is less
than 160 ft. high. Because the single-story and three-story buildings meet all these requirements,
the simplified directional method will be used to find the wind pressures for the 110 mph, 127
mph, and 156 mph windspeeds. The 220-mph wind pressure will be determined using the
directional method without the simplification, because the simplified method only tabulates wind
pressures up to 200 mph.
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The archetype buildings are designed for open terrane (Exposure C) and no topography is
specified (Kzt = 1.0). Additionally, the archetype buildings are fall under Risk Category II, as they
are representative of typical office buildings.
The simplified design method outlined in Part II of Chapter 27, ASCE 7, involves finding
the ratio of length to width (l/b) and the mean height (hmean) of the building, then using tabulated
values of wind pressures corresponding to l/b, hmean and design wind speed to find the wind
pressures at the top and bottom of the building. For both archetype buildings, l/b is taken as:

𝑙
𝑏

=

125 𝑓𝑡.
= 1.56
80 𝑓𝑡.

(2.12)

The mean height of the building is taken as the total building height because a flat roof is
used. For the single-story building, hmean = 18 ft. and for the three-story building, hmean = 40 ft.
Using Table 27.5-1 in ASCE 7, the design wind pressures can be found for each building. Using
the wind pressures found, the diaphragm force and force on the moment frame can be calculated.
It is assumed that the floor and roof diaphragms are rigid with a center of mass and center of
rigidity in the same location. Thus, the diaphragm force is equally distributed between the two
moment frames on the building. The design wind pressures, diaphragm forces and individual
moment frame forces are tabulated in Table 2.1 (Single-Story Building) and Table 2.2 (ThreeStory Building).
In order to determine the design wind forces for the 220 mph windspeed the directional
procedure outlined in Part I of ASCE 7 Chapter 27 was used. Table 27.2-1 of ASCE 7 lists the steps
to determine the design wind pressures. Following that outline, the wind pressures for the 220 mph
windspeed were calculated as follows:
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1. Determine the risk category of the buildings. As has been previously stated, the risk
category for the archetype buildings is risk category II. This step is used only to determine
the basic windspeed, and because our windspeed has been previously selected, this
parameter does not affect the design wind pressure.
2. Determine the basic windspeed V for the applicable risk category. As our design
windspeeds were pre-selected, the basic windspeed did not depend on risk category. We
are looking to find the wind pressures corresponding to the 220 mph design windspeed,
thus this is our basic windspeed.
3. Determine the following wind load parameters:
a. Wind Directionality factor Kd. Using Table 26.6-1, ASCE 7, and knowing we are
designing the main force resisting system of a building, Kd = 0.85.
b. Exposure Category. As previously stated, the exposure category is Exposure
Category C.
c. Topographic Factor Kzt. The topographic factor will be taken as Kzt = 1.
d. Ground Elevation Factor Ke. From section 26.9 of ASCE 7, the ground elevation
factor is permitted to be taken as Ke = 1.0 for all elevations.
e. Gust Effect Factor G. According to section 26.11.1 of ASCE 7, the gust effect factor
is permitted to be taken as 0.85 for rigid buildings. It is assumed that both archetype
buildings are rigid.
f. Enclosure Classification. The buildings have no large openings and can be
classified as enclosed.
g. Internal Pressure Coefficient GCpi. Using Table 26.13-1, for an enclosed building
the internal pressure coefficient is GCpi = ± 0.18.
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4. Determine velocity pressure exposure coefficient Kz using Table 26.10-1. For the singlestory building with a height of 18 ft. and exposure category C, only a single Kz value will
be used, as the height of the building isn’t much greater than 15 ft. For the single-story
building, Kz = 0.88. For the three-story building, Kz factor will be used at each diaphragm
height to get the correct velocity profile. At 40 ft. Kz = 1.04, at 26 ft. – 8 in. Kz = 0.95, and
at 13 ft. – 4 in. Kz = 0.85.
5. Determine velocity pressure qz. The velocity pressure is determined using equation 26.101 of ASCE 7:

𝑞𝑧

= 0.00256𝐾𝑧 𝐾𝑧𝑡 𝐾𝑑 𝐾𝑒 𝑉 2

(2.13)

6. Determine external pressure coefficient Cp. Using Figure 27.3-1, ASCE 7, for the windward
wall, Cp = 0.80. For the leeward wall, if l/b = 1, then Cp = -0.5, and if l/b = 2, Cp = -0.3.
Interpolating for l/b = 1.56, Cp = -0.39.
7. Calculate wind pressure p on each building surface. From Figure 27.3-1, ASCE 7, the force
in the direction of the wind is equal to the sum of the windward and leeward pressures
multiplied by the area over which the wind acts. Because the sum of the windward and
leeward pressures is taken, the internal pressure is canceled out. The equation then
becomes:

𝑝

= 𝑞𝑧 𝐺𝐶𝑝 + 𝑞ℎ 𝐺𝐶𝑝
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(2.14)

Following the procedure for the directional method, the design wind pressures were found
for the archetype buildings under the 220 mph windspeed. The diaphragm and moment frame
lateral forces were then calculated in a similar manner as for those using the simplified directional
procedure. The forces calculated are tabulated in Table 2.1 (Single-Story Building) and Table 2.2
(Three-Story Building).
Using the gravity and wind loads calculated, the moment frames can be designed for the
four design windspeeds and three levels of ductility. The distribution of the calculated lateral loads
on the moment frames are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.

Table 2.1. Design wind forces for single-story building
Design Windspeed (mph)
110
127
156
220
ph
23.8
31.9
48.5
93.7
Net wind
Pressure (psf)
p0
23.6
31.6
48.0
90.6
Design Wind Pressure at
23.8
31.9
48.5
93.7
Diaphragm (psf)
Diaphragm Story Force (k)
17.2
23.0
34.9
67.5
Force on Moment Frame (k)
8.58
11.5
17.5
33.7
Table 2.2. Design wind forces for three-story building
Design Windspeed (mph)
110
127
156
ph
28.5
38.4
59.2
Net wind Pressure
(psf)
p0
25.4
34.3
53.0
Roof
28.5
38.4
59.2
Design Wind Pressure
Floor 2
28.0
37.7
58.2
at Diaphragm (psf)
Floor 1
27.0
36.4
56.1
Roof
15.2
20.5
31.6
Diaphragm Story
Floor 2
29.9
40.2
62.1
Force (k)
Floor 1
28.9
38.8
59.8
Roof
7.60
10.2
15.8
Force on Moment
Floor 2
14.9
20.1
31.0
Frame (k)
Floor 1
14.4
19.4
29.9
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220
111
91.0
111
107
101
59.0
114
107
29.5
57.2
53.7

Figure 2.7. Distribution of gravity and wind loads for the single-story building.

Figure 2.8. Distribution of gravity and wind loads for the three-story building.

2.4 One-Story Office Building Design
The analysis method used in this research is the Direct Analysis Method. The specifics of
the Direct Analysis Method are described in AISC 361 Chapter C. The direct analysis method can
be used for all structures, and may be based in elastic or inelastic analysis. The analysis must
conform to the following requirements:
•

The analysis should consider all flexural, shear, and axial deformations of the
structural members, taking the necessary reductions to stiffness in the member. For
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the purposes of this research, shear deformations will be neglected, as they are not
expected to impact the design much, and for ease of performing the non-linear
analysis.
•

The stiffness of all members contributing to the stability of the structure shall be
multiplied by a factor of 0.80.

•

A separate factor of τb shall be applied to the flexural stiffnesses of members who’s
flexural stiffnesses are considered to contribute to the stability of the structure.

Stiffness reductions are employed for two reasons: First, for moment frames with slender
members, the 0.80 factor relates to the margin of safety for the member. Second, for moment
frames with intermediate or stocky columns, the stiffness is reduced to account for inelastic
softening prior to the members reaching their design strength. τb is to account for loss of stiffness
under high compression loads. In reality, the 0.80 reduction to stiffness is used for different reasons
for slender and compact members, but conveniently for both the reduction is close to 0.80. In the
analysis for this research, the reduction of stiffness will be applied to the modulus of elasticity.
The direct analysis method also requires p-delta effects and notional loads to be considered.
P-delta effects account for the increase in force as a member deflects. Notional Loads account for
possible eccentricity in the members, and are applied only when the ratio of 1st to 2nd order story
drifts is greater than 1.7.
For the purposes of this project, the members of the moment frames are designed to be very
lean. By lean, this is meant that they are as close to failing in strength as possible. The moment
frame designs are lean in order to obtain more accurate results from this research. It is intended to
create a clear comparison between the different moment frame designs such that overstrength of
the frame does not affect the performance of the moment frame. The strength of the members will
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be determined by means of the interaction equations found in AISC 361 Chapter H. The moment
frame members will be designed such that their PMM ratio is as close to 1 as possible, preferably
between 0.9 and 1.0. The PMM ratio is the bending-compression-buckling ratio, sometimes
referred to as the demand to capacity ratio or DCR. The ratio represents the difference between
demand and capacity in the member. Due to some restrictions from ductility requirements such as
strong column weak beam and width to thickness ratios, the individual members may not be lean
in regards to strength. However, this will be appropriate, as the purpose of this research is to
determine if these requirements provide added strength to the system.
The moment frames are not designed to meet the standards of serviceability. Story drift
will be calculated and compared to allowable drift limits, but members sizes will be based on
strength alone. It is intended that in an extreme wind event the serviceability of the building will
not remain an important parameter. Fatigue failure is not addressed directly in the design, as it is
not commonly observed in traditional buildings like the archetype office buildings studied in this
research. Short term fatigue strength loss is indirectly accounted for in the cyclic analysis, a part
of the pushover analysis which will be discussed later.
For the moment frames analyzed in this study, the service story drift limit was set to story
height divided by 400 (H/400) which is a lower bound on the typical serviceability level for office
buildings (typical limits vary from H/400 to H/600) under service-level wind. Since the servicelevel wind speed depends on the location (and the archetype buildings are not tied to a specific
location) the limit was used to back-calculate the maximum service level windspeed for which the
moment design would be adequate. This proves to be an important parameter; by finding the
windspeed up to which the building will meet the requirements of serviceability allows us to
determine where in the country the moment frame will meet the service level windspeeds and then
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find if it will also meet the design windspeed parameters. Appendix CC of ASCE 7 discusses
serviceability considerations and contains maps of the United States showing the service level
windspeed for the area. These maps can be used to show where a moment frame could be built in
the United States and still meet the serviceability requirements.
To determine whether the structure will meet serviceability requirements a Mean
Recurrence Interval (MRI) for the design windstorm must be determined. A mean recurrence
interval is based on the probability of a given event occurring. A 100-year mean recurrence interval
would result in the moment frame being required to meet higher service windspeed because it is
more probable that the design wind event will occur in the 100-year period as compared to a 10year period. Determining a mean recurrence interval is beyond the scope of this study; however,
some comments will be made whether moment frames meet the service level windspeed for a
given mean recurrence interval.
To perform the design of the single-story moment frames, SAP2000 and OpenSees were
both used. This allowed for the design to be checked to ensure accurate results. In SAP2000, the
moment frame from Figure 2.7 was developed, and the gravity loads were applied to the structure.
The base connection for the moment frame was selected to be fixed. In order to analyze the moment
frame using OpenSees, a script was developed in MATLAB that would produce the file to run
OpenSees. The same moment frame that was developed in SAP2000 was then developed in
MATLAB.
The first moment frame to be designed was the non-ductile 220 mph design windspeed
moment frame. This moment frame follows the current code specifications for wind design, as no
ductility parameters were included in the design. In order to determine if implementing ductility
will reduce the design windspeed, the non-ductile moment frame designed for a 220 mph
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windspeed will be compared against all other designs with a lower windspeed that utilize ductility.
Designing the 220 mph windspeed first allowed us to know what the approximate maximum size
of steel shapes would be in the design, thus providing a check with the other designs.
To begin the design of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, trial member sizes were
selected for the columns and beam. Using OpenSees through the MATLAB script, the sizes were
adjusted until the PMM ratio of each member was between 0.90 and 1.00. The final design results
are shown in Table 2.3.
ASCE load combination 4 governs the design of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame.
The PMM ratio for both the beam and the columns lie between 0.90 and 1.00, thus indicating that
the design is very lean. In addition, the story drift was found to be greater than the story drift limit
of 0.54 in. Thus, a service level windspeed has been calculated to determine at which design
windspeed the building would meet the criteria for serviceability. That has been found to be 105
mph. This service level windspeed is considerably high, and would meet the 100-year mean
recurrence interval for most of the continental United States, excluding parts of the east coast,
coast of the Gulf of Mexico and Florida. Using an MRI of 50 will allow the moment frame to be
built on the east coast, and a 25-year MRI allows the moment frame to be built anywhere but
southern Florida.
Using the design of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame the moderately-ductile 220
mph moment frame was developed. The moderately-ductile moment frame must meet the same
requirements for strength as the non-ductile moment frame, while also meeting requirements for
braced length and width to thickness ratios. By using the design from the non-ductile moment
frame, it was found that beam and columns both met the moderately-ductile requirements for width
to thickness ratio. Table 2.4 shows the design results, which are the same as the non-ductile design
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shown in Table 2.3, with the addition of a width to thickness compliance box indicating if the
required width to thickness ratio is met. If under the section “Width to Thickness Requirement
Met” in Table 2.4 there is a Pu < _ it indicates that the given member will meet the width to
thickness requirement as long as axial force is less than the given value.

Table 2.3. Non-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Member
Columns
Beam

Story

Shape

Governing Load
Combination

PMM Ratio

W14x61
W16x26

LC 4
LC 4

0.91
0.98

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Drift Limit
Load
Drift (in.)
(in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

2.35

0.54
105

Table 2.4. Moderately-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Member
Columns
Beam

Shape

Governing Load
Combination

PMM
Ratio

Width to Thickness
Requirement Met

W14x61
W16x26

LC 4
LC 4

0.91
0.98

Yes
Pu < 77.0 k

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load Combination

Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

LC 4

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

2.35

0.54

105
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It is interesting to note that the design of the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment
frames was the same. One possible explanation is that most steel shapes meet the width to thickness
requirements for moderately-ductile members, thus by simply designing the optimized moment
frame it is likely that the members chosen will behave moderately-ductile.
The highly-ductile 220 mph moment frame was designed next, and the results are shown
in Table 2.5. For this moment frame, the W14x61 column size that was used for the non-ductile
and moderately-ductile moment frames could not be used, as it did not meet the requirements for
a highly-ductile member. In order to design the column to be lean, a W18x71 was chosen as the
column size, with a W10x26 chosen as the beam size. The results of the design are shown in Table
2.5. Load combination 4 again governs the design, as the windspeed is high.

Table 2.5. Highly-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Width to
Governing
PMM Thickness
Member
Shape
Load
Ratio Requirement
Combination
Met
Columns
W18x71
LC 4
0.96
Yes
Beam
W10x26
LC 4
0.94
Yes
Strong Column Weak Beam
Story
Story 1

Ratio
2.69

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit
(in.)

LC 4

1.81

0.54

120
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For this moment frame, the member sizes are governed by strength and width to thickness
ratio. Strong column – weak beam ratio was also calculated and was found to be 2.69, thus it did
not govern the design. Because the strong column – weak beam ratio didn’t govern the design of
the 220 mph moment frame, it was determined that it would probably not govern in any of the
other single story moment frame designs. The increase in ductility through the more stringent
width to thickness requirements allowed the highly-ductile moment frame to have a greater service
level windspeed than the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames by 15 mph Thus, for
a mean recurrence interval of 100 years, this moment frame could be built anywhere in the United
States excluding southern Florida and some of the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. An MRI of 50years would allow it to be built anywhere but the southern tip of Florida.
The 156 mph moment frames were designed next, beginning with the non-ductile moment
frame. W14’s were originally used for the column size in order to resemble the design of the 220
mph moment frames; however, in the design process it was found that a leaner design was obtained
by using W10’s for the column size. Thus, the final design has a W10x49 for the columns and a
W10x30 for the beam.
The results are shown in Table 2.6. Load combination 4 continues to govern the design due
to the high wind speed on the moment frame. There is a considerable drop in column size from the
220 mph non-ductile moment frame to the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame while the beam
size remains somewhat similar. This may be because the wind loads were reduced while the gravity
loads on the beam remained constant. Additionally, there is a drop in the service level windspeed
for this moment frame, which could be the result of the decrease in column size. A service level
windspeed of 65 mph would not be suitable in any part of the country for any mean recurrence
interval, except on the coast of California for an MRI of 10 years.
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Using the design of the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame, the 156 mph moderatelyductile moment frame was developed. Similar to the 220 mph moment frames, the member sizes
did not change between the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames. The results of the
moderately-ductile moment frame are tabulated in Table 2.7.

Table 2.6. Non-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Shape

Governing Load
Combination

PMM Ratio

W10x49
W10x30

LC 4
LC 4

0.93
0.92

Member
Columns
Beam

Story

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Drift Limit
Load
Drift (in.)
(in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

3.11

0.54
65

Table 2.7. Moderately-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Member
Columns
Beam

Shape

Governing Load
Combination

PMM
Ratio

Width to Thickness
Requirement Met

W10x49
W10x30

LC 4
LC 4

0.93
0.92

Yes
Yes

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load Combination

Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

LC 4

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

3.11

0.54

65
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For the design of the highly-ductile 156 mph moment frame the column size was changed
again from a W10x49 to a W12x50. The W10x49 did not meet the width to thickness requirements
for the highly-ductile moment frame. Similar to the 220 mph highly-ductile moment frame, the
strong column – weak beam ratio didn’t govern for the 156 mph highly ductile moment frame.
The results of the 156 mph highly-ductile moment frame are given in Table 2.8. The highly-ductile
156 mph moment frame has a higher service level windspeed than the non-ductile and moderatelyductile 156 mph moment frames, similar to the behavior of the highly-ductile 220 mph moment
frame compared to the moderately-ductile and non-ductile 220 mph moment frames. This moment
frame could be used in the west coast, stretching from the California coast to possibly Utah
depending on the mean recurrence interval.

Table 2.8. Highly-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Width to
Governing
PMM Thickness
Member
Shape
Load
Ratio Requirement
Combination
Met
Columns
W12x50
LC 4
0.94
Yes
Beam
W10x26
LC 4
0.97
Yes
Strong Column Weak Beam
Story
Story 1

Ratio
1.34

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit
(in.)

LC 4

2.42

0.54

73
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The non-ductile 127 mph moment frame was designed similar to the other non-ductile
moment frames. The results of the design are shown in Table 2.9. Additionally, the beam and
column size meet the requirements for the moderately-ductile moment frame. Thus, the 127 mph
moderately-ductile moment frame has the same members as the non-ductile 127 mph moment
frame, similar to the other single-story moment frames designed. The results are shown in Table
2.10.

Table 2.9. Non-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
Member
Shape
PMM Ratio
Combination
Columns
Beam

Story

W16x45
W12x19

LC 4
LC 4

0.96
0.92

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Drift Limit
Load
Drift (in.)
(in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

1.17

0.54
86

Table 2.10. Moderately-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Width to Thickness
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
Requirement Met
Columns
Beam

W16x45
W12x19

LC 4
LC 4

0.96
0.92

Pu < 482 k
Pu < 154 k

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load Combination

Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

LC 4

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

1.17

0.54

86
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For the design of the highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame, it was found that the member
sizes that were used for the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames also met the width
to thickness ratio for the highly-ductile moment frame. Table 2.11 shows the results of the highly
ductile design.
The design of the non-ductile 110 mph moment frame utilizes W16’s for the columns
similar to the 127 mph moment frame. The beam size was able to be reduced slightly to a W10x19.
Table 2.12 shows the results of the design. The beam, rather than being governed by ASCE load
combination 4 is governed by ASCE load combination 3. This is likely due to the reduction in
wind pressure; thus, gravity loads begin to govern over wind for the beam. The design is very lean
with very high PMM ratios.

Table 2.11. Highly-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Width to
Governing
PMM Thickness
Member
Shape
Load
Ratio Requirement
Combination
Met
Columns
W16x45
LC 4
0.96
Pu < 425 k
Beam
W12x19
LC 4
0.92
Pu < 109 k
Strong Column Weak Beam
Story
Story 1

Ratio
1.92

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit
(in.)

LC 4

1.17

0.54

86
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Similar to the other windspeeds analyzed, the shapes selected for the non-ductile design
also meet the requirements for the moderately-ductile moment frame design. By looking at Table
2.13 it can be seen that the moderately-ductile design also utilizes the same shapes as the nonductile design.

Table 2.12. Non-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
Member
Shape
PMM Ratio
Combination
Columns
Beam

Story

W16x40
W10x19

LC 4
LC 3

1.00
0.99

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Drift Limit
Load
Drift (in.)
(in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

1.07

0.54
78

Table 2.13. Moderately-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Width to Thickness
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
Requirement Met
Columns
Beam

W16x40
W10x19

LC 4
LC 3

1.00
0.99

Pu < 260 k
Yes

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load Combination

Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

LC 4

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

1.07

0.54

78
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Additionally, the shapes selected also meet the requirements for the highly-ductile moment
frame design, as they meet the stringent width to thickness requirements as well as satisfy the
strong column – weak beam ratio. Table 2.14 shows the results of the highly-ductile design.
By looking at the designs there are several similarities between all of them. First, the design
of the non-ductile moment frame and the moderately-ductile moment frame were the same for
each design wind speed. For the 220 mph and 156 mph windspeeds the highly-ductile moment
frame had a different design which was always controlled by strength and width to thickness ratio.
For the 110 mph and 127 mph designs the highly-ductile moment frame had the same design as
the other two moment frames. Thus, for the single-story building with low design wind speeds it
appears that increasing the requirements for ductility does not really change the design of the
moment frame. For the higher windspeeds it seems like the parameters for the highly-ductile
moment frame force some of the member sizes to change. Thus, it appears that the single-story
building doesn’t differ much with increasing levels of ductility. In future non-linear analyses it
may be seen whether the moment frames designed for the smaller windspeeds can even compare
with the non-ductile 220 design, because even by adding ductility requirements the moment frame
remains the same at the smaller windspeeds.
The service level windspeed for the 127 mph moment frames is 86 mph For an MRI of
100-years this would only be suitable in California, yet for an MRI of 10 years it could work across
most of the country, excluding the southern coast. For the 110 mph moment frames the service
level windspeed of 78 mph could place the moment frame anywhere along the west coast if the
MRI was 50 years. For an MRI of 25 years, it could be placed further east, up to about Utah and
Idaho.
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Table 2.14. Highly-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Width to
Governing
PMM Thickness
Member
Shape
Load
Ratio Requirement
Combination
Met
Columns
W16x40
LC 4
1.00
Pu < 221 k
Beam
W10x19
LC 3
0.99
Yes
Strong Column Weak Beam
Story
Story 1

Ratio
1.94

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit
(in.)

LC 4

1.07

0.54

78

It is interesting to note that the strong column – weak beam ratio never governed the design
for the single-story building. However, this was suspected to happen because the seismic code
doesn’t require the strong column – weak beam ratio to be calculated for single-story structures.
The single-story building does not seem to present a very interesting design. There is not
much variability between designs where ductility was increased. The member sizes also didn’t
change very much between the higher and lower windspeeds. However, this is mainly because this
is a single-story moment frame, and the forces acting on the different members are not very large.
In the three-story moment frame design, it is seen that there is more variability between the
different moment frames.

2.5 Three-Story Office Building Design
The three-story building was designed in a similar manner as the single-story building; the
direct analysis method was used for the analysis, models were developed in SAP2000 and
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OpenSees from Figure 2.8, and the non-ductile 220 mph windspeed moment frame was designed
first. To begin the design of the three-story moment frame, member sizes were selected for the
columns and beams, using the single-story non-ductile 220 mph moment frame as a guide for the
beam size on the top story. In order to follow good design practice, as would be done in the field,
the columns were selected to have the same W shape (using only W10’s or W12’s). Additionally,
the first and second story columns are the same shape and size, as columns are typically spliced
every two stories. Once the initial member sizes had been selected and designed for, they were
adjusted and the moment frame was redesigned until each member had a PMM ratio between 0.90
and 1.00. Table 2.15 shows the final design shapes with the governing load combination and PMM
ratio for the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. Additionally, the drift for each story is also
tabulated.

Table 2.15. Non-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
1st & 2nd Story Column
3rd Story Column
1st Floor Beam
2nd Floor Beam
Roof Beam

W12x136
W12x40
W24x84
W24x62
W16x26

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

0.97
0.99
0.96
0.97
0.98

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Story
Load
Drift (in.)
Combination
Story 1
LC 4
Story 2
LC 4
Story 3
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed (mph)
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Drift
Limit (in.)

1.75
2.20
2.67

0.40
0.40
0.40
85

ASCE load combination 4 governs the design of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame.
This is to be suspected, as the wind load is the governing parameter of load combination 4. The
PMM ratios for the members indicate that the building is very lean. It is noted that the column size
changes drastically between the 2nd and 3rd stories. There are two reasons for this: The first is that
the second story column is the least lean of any member in the moment frame. The PMM ratio
reported is really the PMM ratio of the 1st story column. The second story column however must
remain the same shape as the 1st story column to preserve good design principles. Therefore, if it
had not been kept the same size as the 1st story column, the change in column size would not be as
drastic. In addition, the wind load that acts on the roof diaphragm is almost half that of the load on
the floor diaphragms. This is because the tributary area over which the wind acts is half that of the
area that is tributary to the floor diaphragm. The story drifts for each story exceed the allowable
story drift; thus, this design would not meet the levels of serviceability required by code.
The service level windspeed for this moment frame has been calculated to be 85 mph,
which represents the design windspeed for which this moment frame would meet both strength
and serviceability requirements. Thus, if a mean recurrence interval of 100 years was used, this
moment frame could only be used on the pacific coast. As the mean recurrence interval is reduced,
it could also be built in other regions of the United States. For a mean recurrence interval of 50
years the moment frame could also be built in more parts of the west as well as areas of the
Northeastern United States. If the mean recurrence interval was 25 years, it could also include
parts of the central United States.
Using the design of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame as a starting point, the
moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 220 mph moment frames were developed. Table 2.16
displays the design of the moderately-ductile 220 mph moment frame.
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Table 2.16. Moderately-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W12x136
LC 4
0.97
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x40
LC 4
0.99
Yes
1st Floor Beam
W24x84
LC 4
0.96
Pu < 697 k
2nd Floor Beam
W24x62
LC 4
0.97
Pu < 386 k
Roof Beam
W16x26
LC 4
0.98
Pu < 77 k
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load
Combination

Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level Windspeed (mph)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

Drift
(in.)
1.75
2.20
2.67
85

Drift Limit (in.)
0.40
0.40
0.40

It is noted that the member sizes are unchanged from the non-ductile moment frame design.
For the moderately-ductile moment frame, only width to thickness and lateral bracing parameters
were introduced to the moment frame. As the non-ductile moment frame already complied with
these parameters, the design remained unchanged.
The design of the highly-ductile moment frame is tabulated in Table 2.17. Here the member
sizes experience a more drastic change. With the requirement of the strong column – weak beam
ratio that must be met, the column sizes jump from W12’s to W14’s, with a significant increase in
column weight. The increase in the strength of the columns results in a lower PMM ratio, 0.75 for
the 1st and 2nd story columns and 0.66 for the 3rd story column. The beams on the other hand have
been kept very lean, with the exception of the roof beam which dropped to 0.84. The roof beam
could not be made leaner because of limits on width to thickness ratios.
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Table 2.17. Highly-ductile, 220 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W14x176
LC 4
0.75
Yes
3rd Story Column
W14x53
LC 4
0.66
Yes
1st Floor Beam
W21x73
LC 4
1.00
Pu < 682 k
2nd Floor Beam
W21x68
LC 4
0.96
Pu < 517 k
Roof Beam
W12x35
LC 4
0.84
Pu < 453 k
Strong Column Weak Beam
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3

Ratio
1.08
1.21
1.02

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level
Windspeed (mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

1.44
2.10
2.33

0.40
0.40
0.40

91

The strong column – weak beam ratios have been kept close to 1, meaning they are just
over the threshold for an acceptable beam to column ratio. Thus, if the beam has been kept very
lean and the strong column – weak beam ratio is just over 1 then the columns have been designed
to be as lean as possible while still meeting the requirements for strong column – weak beam ratio
and width to thickness ratio. Again, it is seen that the story drift requirements are not met; thus, a
service level windspeed has been calculated. In this case we can note that there has been an increase
in the service level windspeed compared to the non-ductile and moderately-ductile designs. This
was expected to happen with an increase in member size. Also, it is seen that ASCE load
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combination 4 governs the design of each member just like the non-ductile and moderately-ductile
220 mph designs.
The service level windspeed for this moment frame was higher than that of the non-ductile
and moderately-ductile 220 mph designs. With a service level windspeed calculated to be 91 mph
this moment frame could be built anywhere in the west for a mean recurrence interval of 100 years
and in all parts of the U.S. excluding the coast of the Gulf of Mexico for a mean recurrence interval
of 25 years.
With the completed designs for the 220 mph windspeed, the next moment frame to be
designed was the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame. It was thought that by designing this
moment frame next the member sizes would only need to be reduced slightly to remain a lean
design with the lower windspeed. Adjusting SAP2000 and the MATLAB script for the 156 mph
design wind forces, the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame was designed. The results of the design
are shown in Table 2.18.
From Table 2.18 it is seen that this design is also very lean. The columns have remained
W12’s but have been reduced in size, especially the 1st and 2nd story column. The floor beams have
been reduced to W21’s from W24’s and the roof beam has been reduced from a W16 to a W14.
The design therefore yields expected results based on the design of the non-ductile 220 mph
moment frame. Using the results of the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame, the moderatelyductile and highly-ductile 156 mph moment frames were developed.
Table 2.19 shows the results of the moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frame. This
moment frame is nearly the same as the non-ductile moment frame except for the change in the
second-floor beam from a W21x48 to a W21x50. This was done because the W21x48 did not meet
the width to thickness requirements for a moderately-ductile member. The PMM ratio of the beam
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and some other members have been reduced slightly, but not by much. Due to the change in beam
size the story drifts have also been reduced slightly, thus a higher service level windspeed has been
achieved.
Table 2.20 shows the results of the highly-ductile 156 mph moment frame design. Like the
220 mph highly-ductile moment frame the column sizes have increased to meet the strong column
– weak beam ratio. Here it is interesting to note that by adding the parameters of ductility to the
156 mph highly-ductile moment frame, the column sizes are very close to those of the 220 mph
non-ductile moment frame. The 1st and 2nd story column is the exact same as the 1st and 2nd story
column on the 220 mph moment frame while the 3rd story column has jumped from a W12x40 to
a W12x45. It was noted that this could mean that when these moment frames are tested though
non-linear analysis the 156 mph highly-ductile moment frame could behave similarly to, and
perhaps better than the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, even though it has been designed for
a lower design wind speed. Thus, our hypothesis of the project would be proved correct. It is also
of interest to note that the service level windspeed has dropped from 66 mph to 63 mph. This is a
little unexpected given that the column sizes have increased.
The service level windspeeds for each of the 156 mph moment frames were somewhat
lower than those of the 220 mph designs. The service level windspeeds are quite low for anywhere
in the United States, and only for an MRI of 10 years could the moment frames be used, and it
would only be on the California coast.
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Table 2.18. Non-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
1st & 2nd Story Column
3rd Story Column
1st Floor Beam
2nd Floor Beam
Roof Beam

Story

W12x96
W12x35
W21x62
W21x48
W14x22

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

0.94
0.98
0.93
0.94
0.96

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Load
Drift (in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Story 2
LC 4
Story 3
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed (mph)

Drift Limit
(in.)

1.66
2.15
2.25

0.40
0.40
0.40
65

Table 2.19. Moderately-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W12x96
LC 4
0.94
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x35
LC 4
0.97
Pu < 458 k
1st Floor Beam
W21x62
LC 4
0.93
Pu < 486 k
2nd Floor Beam
W21x50
LC 4
0.91
Pu < 329 k
Roof Beam
W14x22
LC 4
0.96
Pu < 103 k
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load
Combination

Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level Windspeed (mph)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
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Drift
(in.)
1.66
2.13
2.22
66

Drift Limit (in.)
0.40
0.40
0.40

Table 2.20. Highly-ductile, 156 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W12x136
LC 4
0.71
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x45
LC 4
0.66
Yes
1st Floor Beam
W18x55
LC 4
0.98
Pu < 518
2nd Floor Beam
W21x50
LC 4
0.98
Pu < 171 k
Roof Beam
W10x26
LC 4
0.98
Yes
Strong Column Weak Beam Ratio
Story
Ratio
Story 1
1.08
Story 2
1.16
Story 3
1.21
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level
Windspeed (mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

1.49
2.14
2.40

0.40
0.40
0.40
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Following the design of the 156 mph moment frames the 127 mph moment frames were
developed next, beginning with the non-ductile moment frame. This was done following a similar
process as the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame: by reducing the member sizes slightly from
the 156 mph non-ductile moment frame to account for the reduction in design wind speed. The
results of the design are shown in Table 2.21.
Here, we again see a drop in each of the member sizes. The third-story column does not
have a PMM ratio between 0.90 and 1.00 because the smaller size of W12 shape would not meet
the requirements for strength. Load combination 4 continues to govern despite the drop in
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windspeed, and the service level windspeed has also been reduced. From the 127 mph non-ductile
design the 127 mph moderately-ductile and highly-ductile designs were developed. They are
shown in Tables 2.22 and 2.23 respectively.
The 127 mph moderately-ductile moment frame has all the same member sizes as the nonductile moment frame, thus the non-ductile moment frame also met the requirements for the
moderately-ductile moment frame. The 127 mph highly-ductile moment frame has very close
strong column – weak beam ratios with very lean beams. The 1st and 2nd story column size has
been increased from the moderately-ductile design however the 3rd story column size was not
changed. The column sizes are somewhat smaller than the 220 mph non-ductile moment frame,
and through non-linear analysis it will be determined if these moment frames will behave similarly.
Additionally, there is only a slight change in service level windspeed from the moderately-ductile
to the highly-ductile design. This is likely because the third story column size was not increased.

Table 2.21. Non-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
1st & 2nd Story Column
3rd Story Column
1st Floor Beam
2nd Floor Beam
Roof Beam

Story

W12x72
W12x35
W21x50
W16x45
W10x26

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

1.00
0.89
0.97
0.95
0.91

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Load
Drift (in.)
Combination

Story 1
LC 4
Story 2
LC 4
Story 3
LC 4
Service Level Windspeed (mph)
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Drift Limit
(in.)

1.68
2.32
2.30

0.40
0.40
0.40
52

Table 2.22. Moderately-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W12x72
LC 4
1.00
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x35
LC 4
0.89
Pu < 458 k
1st Floor Beam
W21x50
LC 4
0.97
Pu < 329 k
2nd Floor Beam
W16x45
LC 4
0.95
Pu < 482 k
Roof Beam
W10x26
LC 4
0.91
Yes
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load
Combination

Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level Windspeed (mph)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

Drift
(in.)
1.68
2.32
2.30
52

Drift Limit (in.)
0.40
0.40
0.40

The service level windspeed is low for all the 127 mph moment frames, and would not
meet the serviceability requirements in the United States.
The final windspeed to be designed for was the 110 mph design wind speed. Table 2.24
shows the final design for the 110 mph non-ductile moment frame. In the design of this moment
frame, it was seen that a leaner design could be achieved if the column sizes were changed to
W10’s. With load combination 4 continuing to govern the design, the member sizes were designed
and story drifts calculated. Comparing the non-ductile 110 mph design to the highly-ductile 127
mph design it can be seen that the beam sizes are similar to each other. This can also be seen with
the other designs. The non-ductile designs tend to have larger beam sizes because they are not
required to meet the strong column – weak beam ratios. With a larger column size, the beam size
can usually be reduced.
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Table 2.23. Highly-ductile, 127 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Width to
Governing
PMM Thickness
Member
Shape
Load
Ratio Requirement
Combination
Met
1st & 2nd Story Column
W12x120
LC 4
0.60
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x35
LC 4
0.90
Pu < 453 k
1st Floor Beam
W21x44
LC 4
0.96 Pu < 56.8 k
2nd Floor Beam
W16x45
LC 4
0.93
Pu < 425 k
Roof Beam
W12x22
LC 4
0.98
Pu < 196 k
Strong Column Weak Beam Ratio
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3

Ratio
1.09
1.33
1.01

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level Windspeed
(mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit
(in.)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

1.22
1.96
2.24

0.40
0.40
0.40
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Using the 110 mph non-ductile design, the 110 mph moderately-ductile design was
completed, and the results are shown in Table 2.25. Again, it is seen that they are in fact the same
design. Here it can be observed that many steel shapes meet the width to thickness requirements
for moderately-ductile design, and by simply designing the moment frame it is likely that it will
end up meeting the parameters for a moderately-ductile design.
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Table 2.24. Non-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing Load
PMM
Member
Shape
Combination
Ratio
1st & 2nd Story Column
3rd Story Column
1st Floor Beam
2nd Floor Beam
Roof Beam

W10x77
W10x33
W18x50
W16x40
W12x22

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Governing
Story
Load
Drift (in.)
Combination
Story 1
LC 4
1.84
Story 2
LC 4
2.47
Story 3
LC 4
2.45
Service Level Windspeed (mph)
44

0.95
0.92
0.94
0.98
0.98
Drift Limit
(in.)
0.40
0.40
0.40

Table 2.25. Moderately-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W10x77
LC 4
0.95
Yes
3rd Story Column
W10x33
LC 4
0.92
Yes
1st Floor Beam
W18x50
LC 4
0.94
Pu < 432 k
2nd Floor Beam
W16x40
LC 4
0.98
Pu < 321 k
Roof Beam
W12x22
LC 4
0.93
Pu < 227 k
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story

Governing Load
Combination

Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level Windspeed (mph)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4
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Drift
(in.)
1.84
2.47
2.45
44

Drift Limit (in.)
0.40
0.40
0.40

Table 2.26 shows the design of the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame. In the design
of the highly-ductile moment frame the column sizes have jumped back to W12’s. The column
sizes for the 110 mph highly-ductile moment frame are similar to the sizes for the 127 mph highlyductile moment frame. Using non-linear analysis, it will be seen if they will behave similarly to
the 220 mph non-ductile moment frame, thus leading to the development of a windspeed reduction
factor. The larger column size in the 1st and 2nd story of the moment frame has allowed for the 1st
story beam size to be reduced from a W18x50 to a W16x40. The other beam sizes have remained
the same.

Table 2.26. Highly-ductile, 110 mph windspeed moment frame design
Strength Design of Moment Frame Members
Governing
Width to
PMM
Member
Shape
Load
Thickness
Ratio
Combination
Requirement Met
1st & 2nd Story Column W12x96
LC 4
0.66
Yes
3rd Story Column
W12x35
LC 4
0.84
Pu < 453 k
1st Floor Beam
W16x40
LC 4
0.99
Pu < 221 k
2nd Floor Beam
W16x40
LC 4
0.95
Pu < 221 k
Roof Beam
W12x22
LC 4
0.90
Pu < 196 k
Strong Column Weak Beam Ratio
Story
Ratio
Story 1
1.09
Story 2
1.16
Story 3
1.01
Story Drift and Service Windspeed
Story
Story 1
Story 2
Story 3
Service Level
Windspeed (mph)

Governing Load
Combination

Drift
(in.)

Drift Limit (in.)

LC 4
LC 4
LC 4

1.36
2.08
1.96

0.40
0.40
0.40
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Similar to the 127 mph three-story moment frames, the service level windspeed indicates
that this moment frame would not meet the serviceability requirements in the United States for any
mean recurrence interval.
The design of the three-story highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame concluded the design
of the archetype buildings. With the building designs completed a non-linear analysis is conducted
to determine the behavior of each moment frame.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

This chapter describes the development of the analytical models used to determine the
response of each moment frame under wind loading. It includes a description of the components
of the model, as well as details of the different models developed: non-linear static pushover
analysis, vibration analysis, and dynamic response analysis.

3.1 Analytical model
The objective of this research is to investigate the inelastic behavior of steel moment frames
under extreme wind loading. In order to accomplish this objective, single-story and three-story
moment frames have been developed for 4 wind speeds with varying levels of ductility. With the
moment frame designs complete each moment frame must now be analyzed to determine its
response in an extreme wind event. By performing a non-linear analysis on the moment frames the
response of each moment frame can be found and compared with the response of the other moment
frames, the hypothesis being that an increase in ductility may lead to a reduction in design wind
speed for a structure.
To develop a non-linear model, several elements must be introduced into the model which
will allow for the response of the structure’s inelastic behavior to be analyzed. These are panel
zones, column hinges and beam hinges. These elements will allow the model to exhibit inelastic
behavior when run, and will allow for the development of the pushover analysis, vibration analysis
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and dynamic response analysis. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the three-story and single-story moment
frames generated by MATLAB and OpenSees on which the non-linear analysis is performed. In
Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the left bay is the moment frame and the right bay models the leaning column.
The moment frame has two nodes per beam/column to accurately capture the second order effects.

Beam

Column Panel Zone

Leaning Column

Column

Moment Frame

Figure 3.1. MATLAB/OpenSees generated three-story moment frame.

Beam

Column Panel Zone

Column

Leaning Column

Moment Frame

Figure 3.2. MATLAB/OpenSees generated single-story moment frame.
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3.1.1 Panel Zones
Several methods have been used to model panel zones: centerline model, clear span model,
scissors model and Krawinkler model (AISC 2018). The centerline model does not explicitly
model the panel zones; there is simply a node in the model at the location of the panel zone. Thus,
this model doesn’t accurately reflect the behavior of the panel zone and proves to be a more flexible
model. As such the use of the centerline model tends to result in an overestimation of the story
drift. This remains a popular model for linear analysis as it is easier to develop and provides some
conservatism in the design. The clear-span model differs from the centerline model in that the
elements at the corners of the moment frame are rigid compared to the rest of the model. Thus,
panel zone deformations are neglected in this model, resulting in a more rigid design. Story drift
is underestimated in this model due to the rigid panel zones, and therefore this method should be
avoided.
The scissors model is similar to the clear-span model; however, the panel zones are
modeled as partially rigid, and can experience some deformation. This allows the model to be a
more accurate representation of the actual behavior of panel zones. The Krawinkler model is the
most time intensive model to create, and involves the use of multiple nodes, elements and
rotational springs to model the panel zone. A node is placed at each corner of the panel zone, and
a rotational spring is added to one of the corners. The rotational spring is modeled as a zero-length
element in OpenSees, and models the shear distortion in the panel zone. It is defined as a hysteretic
material, which means that it has a trilinear backbone with a bilinear rule-based hysteresis model
(Krawinkler 1978). This allows the panel zone to deform and exhibit inelastic properties in the
model. An example of the panel zone generated by OpenSees and MATLAB is shown in Figure
3.3. This model provides accurate results of the behavior of the panel zone; thus, it was selected
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as the model for the panel zones in this analysis. In the analysis, the panel zone is modeled as 8
rigid elastic beam-column elements connected by hinges at each corner. A zero-length rotational
spring element is placed at the upper left corner of the moment frame to model the panel zone
shear distortion.
The shear distortion in the panel zone is a function of the column depth dc, column panel
zone thickness tpz, shear modulus of elasticity G, column flange width bfc, column flange thickness
tfc, and beam depth db. Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are used to calculate the shear strength and
stiffness of the panel zone.

𝑉𝑦

= 0.55(𝑅𝑦 𝐹𝑦 )𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑝𝑧

(3.1)

𝐾𝑒

= 0.95𝐺𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑝𝑧

(3.2)

𝐾𝑝

2
(0.95𝐺𝑏𝑓𝑐 𝑡𝑓𝑐
)
=
𝑑𝑏

(3.3)

Because the panel zone utilizes a hysteretic material, a plot of force vs. displacement for
the panel zone yields hysteresis loops when plotting panel zone shear force vs. panel zone
deformation. An example of panel zone yielding in a pushover analysis is shown in Figure 3.4. It
shows that the panel zones exhibit a hysteretic behavior as they yield. Two plots are shown because
they show the panel zone behavior on each side of the first story of a three-story moment frame.
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True Hinge, Typical

Zero-Length Spring Element
(Panel Zone Shear Distortion)

Zero-Length Spring Element
(Beam Plastic Hinge)

(8) Rigid Elastic BeamColumn Elements

Zero-Length Spring Element
(Column Plastic Hinge)

Figure 3.3. Panel zone model.

Figure 3.4. Example panel zone shear force vs. deformation.

3.1.2 Column Plastic Hinges
As a moment frame yields under a wind load, plasticity can develop at plastic hinges in the
beam and columns. The model must account for the plasticity which develops in the structure. This
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is done in one of two ways. The first is to use a distributed plasticity approach. This involves
defining a cross section at different points along the beam or column. Points of fibers are defined
within that cross section, and the analysis can be run to find the final stress at each fiber point. This
method has the advantage of using the actual shape of the member cross section; however, it can’t
model instability or buckling. For this analysis we will not be using this approach, rather we will
use the second method: lumped plasticity. In a lumped plasticity approach a rotational spring is
used at the end of the element to represent the cross-sectional behavior of the member. Thus, the
spring models the inelastic behavior of the member. Generally, the spring will be modeled about
10 times stiffer than the column or beam element. This method is advantageous because it is much
faster and gives good results. From Figure 3.2 the column hinges can be seen as they are modeled
in the analysis.
As a lumped plasticity approach is used to model the column connections, the plastic hinge
formation will be idealized to form at the ends of the column using the modified Ibarra-MedinaKrawinkler rule-based hysteresis model (PEER/ATC 2010). In OpenSees, this is accomplished
through the use of the “Bilin” material. The “Bilin” material is a custom material to OpenSees and
simulates the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model with bilinear hysteretic
response. It should not be thought of as an actual material, but mor as a means to model the plastic
response of the beam or column hinge. It accounts directly for cyclic degradation because it is
hysteretic in nature. Figure 3.5 shows an example of moment vs. rotation for one of the column
hinges evaluated by a pushover analysis in this study, which is typical of other column hinges
examined.
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Figure 3.5. Example column plastic hinge moment vs. rotation.
In order to lump the plasticity at the plastic hinge and use the “Bilin” material, a, θp, θpc
and Λ must first be determined. θp defines the column’s plastic deformation up to the peak response
and θpc represents the column’s response following the onset of geometric instabilities. Λ is the
reference cumulative rotation capacity. For column, a, θp, θpc and Λ are mostly a function of Pg/Py,
the gravity loads on the column divided by the area of the column multiplied by Ry and Fy (Lignos
2019). Additionally, θu, the ultimate rotation, was taken to be 0.20 radians (NIST 2010). Once a,
θp, θpc and Λ have been determined they can be used to determine the equivalent spring properties
for the rotational spring. This will allow for a spring to be specified that will accurately model the
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plastic behavior in the column. When the equivalent spring properties have been determined then
the spring material can be defined. In our model the spring was defined as a zero-length element
connecting the column node to the panel zone node.

3.1.3 Beam Plastic Hinges
In this study two types of beam plastic hinges will be analyzed: ductile beam plastic hinges
and non-ductile beam plastic hinges. The ductile beam plastic hinges will be applied for all
analyses of moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment frames. Non-ductile beam plastic
hinges will be used for all non-ductile moment frames. The ductile beam plastic hinges will use
the “Bilin” material as was done for the column plastic hinges. The non-ductile beam plastic hinges
will be idealized using another OpenSees custom material, “Pinching4”. The “Pinching4” material
represents a “pinched” load-deformation response and exhibits degradation under cyclic loading.
Much in the same way that the “Bilin” material represents ductile plastic hinges, the “Pinching4”
models the non-ductile plastic hinges.
The ductile beam plastic hinges are determined in a similar manner as the column plastic
hinges, with the main difference being the manner in which θp, θpc and Λ are calculated. θp, θpc and
Λ are mainly a function of h/tw, however flange thickness will also contribute (Lignos 2011). Once
found, θp, θpc and Λ can be used to determine the equivalent spring for the beam. Figure 3.2
displays the beam plastic hinge that is analyzed in OpenSees in a pushover analysis. Figure 3.6
shows the moment vs. rotation of a ductile beam plastic hinge for one of the hinges analyzed in
the study as an example of how the “Bilin” material behaves for the ductile beam hinges.
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Figure 3.6. Example beam plastic hinge moment vs. rotation.
For the non-ductile beam plastic hinges, the “Pinching4” material idealizes the plastic
hinge using a method similar to the tri-linear loading and unloading rule-based hysteresis model
that was first developed to model reinforced concrete moment frames (Lowes et al. 2004). Like
the “Bilin” material cyclic degradation is considered in the model directly due to the hysteretic
nature of the material.

3.2 Pushover Analysis
With the addition of panel zones and plastic hinges to the analytical model the pushover
analysis was developed. The pushover analysis involves selecting one node on the model and
applying an increased amount of force to it until the model has reached its ultimate strength and
then yielded to at least 80% of that ultimate strength (FEMA 2009). A displacement control
strategy was used for the three-story building to allow a force to be applied at each level while
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keeping the control node at the 3rd story. The forces applied at each story were factored to match
an exposure C wind profile. In this respect the pushover analysis for wind differs from the pushover
analysis done for seismic loads only, as seismic forces on each story are based on the buildings 1st
vibration mode shape. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the application of forces and the location of the
control displacement for the three-story and single-story moment frames.
The pushover analysis does not evaluate how strong the building is under a lateral load,
thus the pushover curve will not be used to determine the response of the structure. Rather, the
structural response is determined in the dynamic response analysis. However, while the pushover
analysis does not give any accurate information regarding the behavior of the moment frame it
remains useful for several reasons:

𝐹3
Control displacement Δ3

𝐹2

𝐹1

Figure 3.7. Lateral load pattern for three-story pushover analysis.
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𝐹1
Control displacement Δ1

Figure 3.8. Lateral load pattern for single-story pushover analysis.
•

It allows us to see if the model looks reasonable.

•

The response is used to get a sense of the overstrength in the building (Ωwind).

•

Gives a basic understanding of the period-based ductility of a structure (μ).

•

Determine the likely global collapse mechanism.
The pushover analysis uses factored gravity loads with the following load combination:

1.05D + 0.25L. This load combination represents the expected load on the building rather than the
ultimate loads described by ASCE load combinations 1 through 7. The lateral forces on the
building are modeled as static loads and are incremented at the control node until the force has
dropped 20% from the maximum force.
To develop and run the pushover analysis a target displacement is specified for the control
node and the lateral force is incremented until that displacement is met. From this, a loaddisplacement curve can be developed, which shows the horizontal displacement vs. lateral load.
This process is then repeated with the force pushing in the opposite direction. Figure 3.9 shows an
example of this pushover response for one of the moment frames tested. Overstrength and periodbased ductility are calculated according to FEMA P-695 (FEMA 2009). Overstrength is calculated
by dividing the max base shear force (Fmax) by the wind design base shear force (Fdesign). The
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ductility is found by dividing the roof displacement at 80% of the post-peak load (Δ80%) by the
displacement at the yield point of the structure (Δy).
The complete pushover analysis consists of running a positive pushover analysis and a
negative pushover analysis, which is the same as the positive analysis but pushed in the opposite
direction. Additionally, a cyclic analysis is also performed as part of the pushover analysis. The
cyclic analysis applies a cyclic load to the building, showing how the building yields over time.
Thus, short term fatigue is accounted for by the cyclic analysis. Figure 3.10 shows a pushover
curve in red with a cyclic curve in blue. As can be readily seen, the cyclic analysis produces a
hysteretic curve.

Fmax

Ωwind

Fdesign
Δy

Δ80%
μ

Figure 3.9. Representative normalized base shear vs. roof drift ratio from pushover analysis.
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Negative
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Figure 3.10. Example pushover and cyclic analysis.
Because the pushover analysis calculates both overstrength and ductility, it can provide
some insight into whether the moment frame will outperform a target value due to overstrength in
the moment frame or ductility. A high value of overstrength can indicate that the moment frame
simply has members that can meet the demands of a higher windspeed, while a high level of
ductility indicates that the members selected can experience more yielding before ultimate failure,
thus allowing the moment frame to handle high design wind storm events. This research looks to
investigate whether ductility in the members allows the moment frame to sustain higher
windspeeds, thus it can prove informative to investigate the results to determine how much of a
role ductility plays in the performance of the moment frame.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 3.11. Example plastic hinge yield locations.
For each pushover analysis, hysteric plots of the plastic hinges were developed. These plots
allow us to estimate what the global collapse mechanism will be for the moment frame. Examples
of these plots have already been shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. In the presentation of the results,
these plots will not be shown; rather, a figure of the deformed moment frame will be shown with
points specifying the plastic hinges where yielding occurred. From these plots, comparisons of the
global collapse mechanism can be made along with comparisons of the collapsed moment frames
in the dynamic analysis. An example of this deformed moment frame with yielded plastic hinges
located is shown below in Figure 3.11.
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3.3 Vibration Analysis
The purpose of the vibration analysis is to get the fundamental modes of vibration to use
in the dynamic response analysis. Only the dead loads on the building are considered in the
analysis. A new section of code was added to the script for the vibration analysis which specifies
the node mass at the moment frame beam ends. The node mass is the mass of the building lumped
to a certain node to model the response of the entire structure. For this analysis, the node mass was
calculated from the force acting on the moment frame corner and half the building weight,
originally lumped at the leaning column. That weight was taken and divided between the beam
ends of the moment frame, from which mass was calculated.
Using OpenSees an eigenvalue vibration analysis was done for each moment frame. The
outputs of the analysis are the fundamental periods of the building. It was anticipated that buildings
designed for the higher windspeed would have a smaller period of vibration. This is because the
period of a building is inversely proportional to the mass of the structure; as building mass
increases fundamental period decreases. Thus, the building period can be used as a way to verify
that the results of the non-linear analysis are correct.
For each moment frame three modes of vibration were calculated. The natural frequency
(ωn) for the first two modes of vibration was also calculated. This omega value is used in the
dynamic analysis to calculate damping in the structure. Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 are examples
of the first, second and third periods of vibration for the three-story moment frame.
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Figure 3.12. Example three-story 1st mode of vibration.

Figure 3.13. Example three-story 2nd mode of vibration.
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Figure 3.14. Example three-story 3rd mode of vibration.

3.4 Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic response analysis or time history analysis determines the response of a
structure for a given load time history. Dynamic response analyses are used to assess the median
collapse capacity and collapse margin ratios for structures. Using the same load combination for
the pushover analysis, 1.05D + 0.25L (FEMA 2009), the dynamic analysis solves the following
equation of motion for the structure:

𝑓

= 𝑚𝑥̈ + 𝑐𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑥

(3.4)

OpenSees runs the dynamic response using Newmark’s method. Newmark’s method is a
numerical solution to solving the equation of motion shown in equation 3.4. Newmark’s method
is a type of time stepping function which involves taking the acceleration and deriving velocity
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and displacement for each time step (Chopra 2017). The equations relating acceleration to velocity
and acceleration to displacement are shown below:

𝑢̇ 𝑖+1
𝑢𝑖+1

= 𝑢̇ 𝑖 + [(1 − 𝛾)∆𝑡]𝑢̈ 𝑖 + (𝛾∆𝑡)𝑢̈ 𝑖+1
=

𝑢𝑖 + (∆𝑡)𝑢̇ 𝑖 + [(0.5 − 𝛽)(∆𝑡)2 ]𝑢̈ 𝑖

(3.5)
(3.6)

+ [𝛽(∆𝑡)2 ]𝑢̈ 𝑖+1

From equations 3.5 and 3.6 two special cased can be derived, the constant average
acceleration method and the linear acceleration method. For this analysis we will use the constant
average acceleration method. This is derived by setting β = ¼ and γ = ½. The following equations
can then be expressed:

1
(𝑢̈
+ 𝑢̈ 𝑖 )
2 𝑖+1

𝑢̈ (𝜏)

=

𝑢̇ (𝜏)

𝜏
= 𝑢̇ 𝑖 + (𝑢̈ 𝑖+1 + 𝑢̈ 𝑖 )
2

𝑢̇ 𝑖+1

= 𝑢̇ 𝑖 +

𝑢(𝜏)

= 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢̇ 𝑖 𝜏 +

𝑢𝑖+1

= 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢̇ 𝑖 ∆𝑡 +

∆𝑡
(𝑢̈
+ 𝑢̈ 𝑖 )
2 𝑖+1
𝜏2
(𝑢̈
+ 𝑢̈ 𝑖 )
4 𝑖+1
(∆𝑡)2
(𝑢̈ 𝑖+1 + 𝑢̈ 𝑖 )
4

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)

To solve equations 3.7 to 3.11, damping must be determined. Using the first two modes of
the building calculated from the vibration analysis, the Rayleigh damping method can be used to
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approximate damping in the structure (Chopra 2017). Rayleigh damping involves finding two
constants, a0 and a1 and solving the equation:

𝑐

= 𝑎0 𝑚 + 𝑎1 𝑘

(3.12)

The constants, a0 and a1 are calculated as such:

𝑎0

= 𝜁

2𝜔𝑖 𝜔𝑗
𝜔𝑖 + 𝜔𝑗

(3.13)

𝑎1

= 𝜁

2
𝜔𝑖 + 𝜔𝑗

(3.14)

The damping coefficient ζ is estimated to be low to avoid problems with artificial inelastic
damping in the model. For the dynamic analysis, damping is estimated to be 2% as the analysis
will be based on strength level windspeeds. (Irwin 2014).
After determining the Rayleigh damping in OpenSees, the forcing function can then be
input into the script. The forcing function comes from the NIST wind tunnel data. Two adjustments
are made to the NIST wind tunnel data in order to use it in the dynamic analysis:
•

The pressure coefficient Cp must be adjusted to account for differences in the Cp value used
in the wind tunnel tests and ASCE 7. Cp for the wind tunnel data is based on the upper level
of the wind tunnel that the building was tested in. In ASCE 7, Cp is based on the windspeed
at a 10-meter elevation above the ground surface.

•

The data from the wind tunnel tests must be converted from an hourly windspeed to a 3
second gust windspeed specified in ASCE 7.
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After adjusting the Cp value, it is weighted to account for the tributary area of the individual
pressure taps that contribute to the wind force on a particular story. Pressure taps are points on the
wind tunnel model that measure the wind pressure on that specific point of the building. The
pressure tap layout is shown in Figure 3.15. Faces 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the sides of the building, while
faces 5 and 6 make up the roof. Pressure taps are shown as blue/great circles and the tributary area
for each tap is shown by the red box around each tap. Tap spacing varies in some locations in case
the user desires to have more precise data on how wind pressures vary across the surface. The
force on a particular story of the building is calculated from the forces from each pressure tap and
the tributary wall area over which the wind pressures act for the story in question. For this building
the moment frames are located on faces 2 and 4 of the wind tunnel model. The model was tested
with the wind acting on all different angles of the building. For the purpose of this study, only the
wind acting perpendicular to faces 1 and 3 will be considered, as it is assumed that this will be the
worst-case scenario for the wind forces acting on the moment frames. Because of this, only the
pressures recorded by the pressure taps on face 1 and face 3 of the model will be considered in the
analysis. Figure 3.16 shows the lateral load pattern as it is applied to the three-story building, and
Figure 3.17 shows the lateral load pattern as it is applied to the single-story building.
With the wind time histories from the wind tunnel tests adjusted and damping accounted
for the dynamic analysis can be run. The result is a displacement vs. time plot for each story of the
building. An example of the displacement time history is shown in Figure 3.18. The red point on
Figure 3.18 marks the largest story drift for the particular story. In order to get an accurate
representation of the behavior and collapse of the moment frame, the dynamic analysis is repeated
several times using an incrementing intensity factor. The intensity factor scales the wind forces
acting on the moment frame to determine the overstrength of the structure. An intensity factor of
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1 would model the building under the design wind speed, while anything above 1 would model
the moment frame at a higher wind speed. The wind speed can be calculated for a given intensity
factor by taking the design wind speed and multiplying it by the intensity factor squared.

Face 3

Face 2

Face 5

Face 6

Face 1

Pressure tap

Pressure tap tributary

Figure 3.15. NIST pressure tap layout.
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Face 4

Leeward 𝐹3 (𝑡)

Windward 𝐹3 (𝑡)

Leeward 𝐹2 (𝑡)

Windward 𝐹2 (𝑡)

Leeward 𝐹1 (𝑡)

Windward 𝐹1 (𝑡)

Figure 3.16. Three-story building lateral load pattern.

Leeward F(t)

Windward F(t)

Figure 3.17. Single story building lateral load pattern.

Δ

Max Story
Drift

Hstory

Figure 3.18. Example story time history plot
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By repeating the dynamic analysis with incrementing intensity factors until the analysis
failed, the time history plots for each story of the moment frame begin to show signs of residual
deformation in the structure. Sudden jumps in the time history plot demonstrate this. This occurs
because of the plastic deformation that develops in the structure during the wind event. Figures
3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 show the time history plots for the three-story highly-ductile 127 mph moment
frame, which is used as an example of plastic deformation in the structure over the duration of the
wind event. This behavior that is typical for all moment frames analyzed. It is most representative
of three-story highly-ductile moment frames studied in this research. Figure 3.19 shows the time
history plot for the first story, with three superimposed curves, corresponding to the intensity at
the design wind speed (blue curve), the intensity right before collapse (green curve), and the
intensity at collapse (red curve). Similarly, Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the time history plots
similar to Figure 3.19, but for the second and third stories respectively.

Collapse Intensity

Pre-Collapse Intensity

Design Windspeed
Intensity

Figure 3.19. Three-story building 1st story example time history plots for varying intensity.
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Collapse Intensity

Pre-Collapse Intensity

Design Windspeed
Intensity

Figure 3.20. Three-story building 2nd story example time history plots for varying intensity.

Collapse Intensity

Pre-Collapse Intensity

Design Windspeed
Intensity

Figure 3.21. Three-story building 3rd story example time history plots for varying intensity.
By observing Figures 3.19 to 3.21, it is seen that right before collapse and at collapse there
was significant residual deformation at each story. At the design windspeed there was very little
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deformation, therefore the plastic hinges had not fully developed at the design wind speed. As the
intensity of the wind event increased, plastic hinges develop in the structure, as seen by the
stepping of the drift ratio. Wind event duration was made to decrease with higher intensity levels,
thus simulating a typical shorter, more intense wind event. As was done for the pushover analysis,
plots of the plastic hinge yielding can also be developed in the dynamic analysis. Plotted at the
design, pre-collapse and collapse intensity levels, these plots reveal results similar to those found
using the time history plots. The benefit of looking at the force vs. displacement plots for each
plastic hinge is that we can determine whether the column, beam or panel zone plastic hinges
behaved the most ductile, and where yielding occurred most in the structure.
Using the three-story, highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame as an example again, plots of
force vs. deformation for the plastic hinges in the structure were developed for the design
windspeed intensity, the intensity right before collapse, and the intensity at collapse. Figure 3.22
shows the plots of moment vs. rotation for the beam hinges at each story. The blue line shows the
design intensity, green shows the intensity right before collapse and red is the intensity at collapse.
Additionally, Figure 3.23 shows the plots of force vs. deformation for the panel zones, and Figure
3.24 shows the plots of moment vs. rotation for the column plastic hinges, with the colors for each
corresponding to the intensity level described for the beam plastic hinges.
From these plots it can be seen that at the design intensity level there is no yielding of the
plastic hinges, thus they all remain in the elastic zone. As the intensity of the wind event increases
plastic hinges form on the model. From Figure 3.22 it is seen that all the beam hinges behaved
very ductile, evident by the hysteretic behavior seen at the higher intensity levels. In Figure 3.23,
only the roof panel zone demonstrates hysteretic behavior. The panel zones on Floor 1 and 2
remain elastic up to the point of failure. For the Floor 2 panel zone the red curve showing collapse
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has been removed, as the system produced a plot that was very disfigured, and not a great
representation of the overall behavior. For the columns, yielding occurred only on the first story
until the time of failure. Again, the collapse curve has been removed from the 2nd story column
plot, resulting in it only displaying elastic deformation. Thus, for this moment frame, the plastic
hinges where yielding and failure mainly occurred were all the beam hinges, the roof panel zones
and the 1st story column plastic hinges.
Similar to the pushover analysis, these force vs. displacement curves for the plastic hinges
will not be shown for each moment frame; rather a figure of the deformed moment frame will be
shown with points marking the plastic hinge yielding on the moment frame. An example for this
has been shown in Figure 3.11.

Design Intensity
Pre-collapse Intensity
Collapse Intensity

1st Floor Beam Hinge

2nd Floor Beam Hinge

Roof Beam Hinge

Figure 3.22. Moment vs. rotation plots for beam plastic hinges.
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Design Intensity
Pre-collapse Intensity
Collapse Intensity

1st Floor Panel Zone
Plastic Hinge

2nd Floor Panel
Zone Plastic Hinge

Roof Panel Zone
Plastic Hinge

Figure 3.23. Force vs. deformation plots for panel zones.

Design Intensity
Pre-collapse Intensity
Collapse Intensity

`
1st Story Column Hinge

2nd Story Column Hinge

3rd Story Column Hinge

Figure 3.24. Moment vs. rotation plots for column plastic hinges.
For each intensity factor for which a dynamic analysis was run on a particular moment
frame, the largest story drift was recorded along with the corresponding intensity factor. Using this
data an Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) curve can be developed for the moment frame. The
incremental dynamic analysis plots windspeed vs. story drift ratio up to the windspeed that the
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moment frame fails. The story drift ratio shown in the y-axis represents the maximum story drift
ratio for the building at that intensity. The maximum drift for any intensity may correspond to any
story of the building. Figure 3.25 shows an example of an IDA curve for one of the moment frames
studied in this analysis. Markers are shown on this plot to point out where the actual points on the
curve were calculated to be. The markers also show how the incremental dynamic analysis
increments the intensity factor to show the response of the moment frame. In this study, the
intensity factors were incremented by .1.
The curve in Figure 3.25 does not begin at the graph’s origin, rather, for this example it
begins at 110 mph because that is the design windspeed from which this sample curve was taken.
As the intensity of the wind event increases, the curve can fluctuate as it approaches its failure
point. The IDA curve is particularly useful in determining the actual overstrength of the building
as well as provide a simple comparison with the behavior of other moment frames. If a moment
frame’s incremental dynamic analysis curve encompasses the curve of another moment frame,
then that moment frame is able to withstand a higher intensity wind event than the moment frame
that it encompasses. Thus, the IDA curve will be a primary means of determining whether ductility
reequipments for moment frames designed for intense wind events will result in a more economic
design, allowing the moment frame to be designed for a lower-level wind speed.
As has been discussed, the hypothesis of this study is that by introducing seismic
parameters for ductility into wind design, a response modification factor can be developed that
will result in a reduction to the design wind-speed. The study has been developed in such a way
that the results of the dynamic analysis will correlate to a wind response modification factor Rwind.
If a moment frame fails at a higher windspeed than a certain target moment frame, the response
modification factor can be calculated by Equation 3.15. As part of the dynamic analysis the R
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value will be calculated for each moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment frame that
performs better than a non-ductile moment frame of a high design windspeed.

𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

=

𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 2
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 2

Figure 3.25. Example incremental dynamic analysis curve.
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(3.15)

CHAPTER 4. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the static pushover analysis, the vibration
analysis and the dynamic time history analysis for the three-story office building.

4.1 Pushover Analysis Results
To investigate the inelastic behavior of steel moment frames under extreme wind loading,
pushover, vibration, and dynamic analysis were developed, and moment frames of varying levels
of ductility and design wind speeds were evaluated. The hypothesis is that by introducing
parameters for ductility to moment frames designed primarily for wind events that a reduction to
the design wind speed can be made by use of a response modification factor. The non-ductile
moment frames serve as the base design, and the moderately and highly-ductile 110, 127 and 156
mph moment frames will be compared to the non-ductile designs to determine if a reduction in
design windspeed is justified. This section presents the results of the pushover analysis performed
on each of the three-story moment frames designed for and listed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, with
the exception of the moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 220 mph designs. These moment frames
were not evaluated in this study as the main goal is to compare the results of the lower windspeeds
to the non-ductile 220 mph design. These designs may be used in future research; thus, they are
beyond the scope of this particular study. As discussed, the single-story moment frames have not
been analyzed using non-linear analysis as part of this thesis, as the designed showed that they
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were not likely to have interesting differences between the designs. These may be addressed in
future research.
Using the pushover analysis developed in OpenSees and MATLAB, the non-ductile 220
mph moment frame was analyzed first. Figure 4.1 shows the plot of the results of the positive
monatomic analysis, the negative monatomic analysis and the cyclic analysis. From Figure 1 it is
seen that the three-story non-ductile 220 mph design can withstand a windspeed of 220 mph, as
seen by the fact that the pushover analysis curves all surpass the black horizontal line representing
the force over weight equivalent to that caused by a windspeed of 220 mph Additionally the cyclic
analysis, represented by the blue line, shows that this moment frame has some ductility in it,
characterized by the hysteretic nature of the cyclic analysis. It should be noted that this figure
shows that the positive monatomic analysis and the negative monatomic analysis are not
symmetrical. Ideally, because the moment frame is pushed from one direction and then the other
direction to the same point with the same time step the curves would be symmetrical and they
would have the same Fmax. However, this is not the case seen in Figure 1, because the non-linear
analysis does not always solve for the solution in the exact same way. The differences seen here
are artifacts of the analysis.
Using the curves shown in Figure 1, values of overstrength and period-based ductility for
this moment frame can be found. The results are shown in Table 4.1. below. The table shows that
the overstrength for the building is about 1.5, calculated by Fmax/Fdesign which are also shown in
the table. Because the positive and negative monatomic analyses were not symmetric, they had a
different roof drift ratio at 80% max force. Therefore, separate values of ductility have been
calculated for both positive and negative monatomic analyses. It is to be expected that a nonductile structure will not have as high a level of ductility as a highly-ductile structure. It is also
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expected that the overstrength will be larger with a highly-ductile design than a moderately-ductile
or non-ductile design because member sizes were forced to be larger due to width to thickness
ratios and strong column – weak beam principles.
Figure 4.2 shows the deformed moment frame for both the positive and negative analyses.
These plots can be useful to help identify possible collapse mechanisms for the moment frame, in
particular if the moment frame will exhibit a “soft story.” Observing Figure 4.2, it doesn’t appear
that a soft story will form in this moment frame.

Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.1. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.1. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Drift Ratio at
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point
80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
Positive 0.015
0.040
2.667
non-ductile 0.164 0.109
1.501
Negative 0.015
0.065
4.333
220
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Figure 4.2. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph deformed moment frame.
Figure 4.3 shows the location of plastic hinge yielding on the moment frame. The deformed
shape of the moment frame is shown, with points specifying the type of yielding exhibited. This
plot is shown in place of force vs. displacement curves as discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
From this figure, there was significant yielding at each panel zone as well as at the bottom of the
1st story column.
Upon completion of the three-story non-ductile 220 mph moment frame the next moment
frame to be analyzed was the three-story non-ductile 110 mph moment frame. As was done for the
non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, the pushover analysis was run, and a plot of positive and
negative monatomic analysis was developed along with a cyclic analysis. Figure 4.4 shows this
plot. Similar to the non-ductile 220 mph pushover analysis, the positive and negative monatomic
analysis are not symmetric, with the positive analysis having a dip and rebound. The cyclic analysis
shows that this is not a very ductile moment frame, as the hysteresis loops are somewhat close
together, showing that not much yielding occurred before failure of the moment frame. From this
plot the values of overstrength and ductility were found and are shown in Table 4.2 below.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.3. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph plastic hinge yield locations.

Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.4. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
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The overstrength of this moment frame is about 1.73, slightly larger than that of the nonductile 220 mph design. For this moment frame the values of ductility calculated using both the
positive and negative monatomic analyses are similar. They are slightly lower than the ductility
calculated for the positive monatomic analysis of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. Figure
4.5 shows the deformed moment frames for the positive and negative pushover analysis.
Figure 4.6 shows the plastic hinges that failed on the moment frame. By looking at the
figure, it shows that each of the panel zone plastic hinges failed as well as the column plastic hinges
at the base of the structure. This is the same failure mechanism as the non-ductile 220 mph moment
frame.

Table 4.2. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Drift Ratio
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
non-ductile 0.050 0.029
110

Positive

1.731

0.013

0.032

2.462

Negative 0.013

0.034

2.635

Figure 4.5. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.6. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
The moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame uses the same member sizes at the nonductile 110 mph moment frame, therefore, the pushover analysis yielded similar results, as all that
changed was the beam hinges from the “bilin” material to the “pinching4” in OpenSees. Figure
4.7 shows the load displacement curve for the moment frame. This curve is almost the same as
that shown in Figure 4.4, yet in this case the positive and negative monatomic analysis are
symmetric. Using Figure 4.4 overstrength and ductility values are found and shown in Table 4.3.
Because the positive and negative analyses are symmetric, the calculated values of ductility
for each analysis are the same value of 2.635. This is the same ductility as the non-ductile 110 mph
negative monatomic analysis. Overstrength is the same for the non-ductile and moderately-ductile
moment frame as well. Figure 4.8 shows the deformed shape of the moderately-ductile 110 mph
moment frame for both positive and negative pushover analyses.
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Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.7. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.3. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
moderately- 0.050 0.029
ductile 110

1.731

Positive

0.013

0.034

2.635

Negative 0.013

0.034

2.635

Figure 4.8. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frames.
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Figure 4.9 shows which plastic hinges have yielded in this moment frame. It can be seen
that similar to both non-ductile moment frames analyzed the yielding occurs in the panel zones
and the bottom column hinge. Therefore, it appears that for non-ductile and moderately-ductile
moment frames the yielding occurs primarily in the panel zones and the bottom column hinge. By
running pushover analysis, we can make the assumption that we will see similar behavior in the
non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames analyzed in the dynamic analysis.
The highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame was the next moment frame analyzed. Figure
4.10 shows the pushover curve for this moment frame. Here, unlike the non-ductile and
moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frames this moment frame has well-formed hysteresis loops,
indicating that this moment frame behaves in a much more ductile manner. Table 4.4 shows the
values of overstrength and ductility for this moment frame.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.9. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.10. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.4. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
highly0.065 0.029
ductile 110

2.265

Positive

0.016

0.037

2.313

Negative 0.016

0.037

2.313

Similar to the moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame, the positive and negative
monatomic analysis are symmetric, thus they yield the same value for the building’s ductility. For
the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame ductility decreased somewhat to 2.313. Overstrength
for this moment frame greatly increased, jumping from about 1.73 to about 2.67. This high jump
in overstrength is likely caused by the requirements of width to thickness ratio and strong column
– weak beam that were introduced to the design. Because the highly-ductile moment frame has a
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higher value of overstrength, it is likely to exhibit that behavior when run in the dynamic analysis.
Ductility for this moment frame decreased however, with the non-ductile and moderately-ductile
moment frames having a ductility of 2.635, this moment frame has a lower ductility of 2.313. This
may also play a role in the performance of this moment frame in the dynamic analysis. Figure 4.11
shows the deformed shape of the moment frame for the positive and negative pushover analysis.
Figure 4.12 shows the location of plastic hinge yielding for the highly-ductile 110 mph
moment frame. Here, it is seen that the mode of failure differs from that of the non-ductile and
moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frames. Here, the primary mode of failure appears to be the
beam hinges. There is still some panel zone yielding at the top two levels, but not at the first level.
Additionally, the bottom column hinge has yielded as well. Because the highly-ductile moment
frame must follow strong column – weak beam principles, the columns have been made stronger,
thus, the column hinges and panel zones are strengthened and the beam hinges will yield. Studying
the 110 mph moment frame pushover analyses, it appears that by forcing yielding into the beams
of the moment frame results in a more ductile moment frame with larger overstrength values.

Figure 4.11. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.12. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
The non-ductile 127 mph moment frame was analyzed next. Like the non-ductile 220 mph
and 110 mph moment frames this moment frame uses the “pinching4” material to simulate a nonductile beam hinge connection. A pushover analysis was run for this moment frame, and the
resulting moment frame load displacement curve is shown below in Figure 4.13. Values of
overstrength and ductility were then calculated and are displayed in Table 4.5.
The overstrength for this moment frame take a considerable drop from that of the highlyductile 110 mph moment frame, which had an overstrength value of about 2.27. The overstrength
value for this moment frame is about 1.5, which is close to the overstrength value for the nonductile 220 mph moment frame and slightly less than the value of 1.7 that was found for the nonductile and moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frames. For this moment frame however, there is
an appreciable increase in ductility to 3.7. This value is larger than any of those found for the 110
mph moment frames, thus, it could be indicative of good performance for the moment frame.
Figure 4.14 shows the deformed shape of the moment frame in both the positive and the negative
analysis.
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Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.13. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.5. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
non-ductile
127

0.056 0.039

Positive

1.460

0.010

0.037

3.700

Negative 0.010

0.037

3.700

Figure 4.14. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frames.
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Figure 4.15 shows the points of yielding on the non-ductile 127 mph moment frame. Here,
the pattern seen with the other non-ductile moment frames continues, as the yielding primarily
occurs in the panel zones of the moment frame, with the bottom column plastic hinges yielding as
well.
Recalling the three-story building designs discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the design
for the non-ductile 127 mph moment frame met all the requirements for the moderately-ductile
127 mph moment frame design as well. Thus, because the moment frames are identical, only the
beam hinge differed in the pushover analysis. Figure 4.16 shows the force load displacement curve
for this moment frame, which is nearly identical to that of the non-ductile 127 mph force load
displacement plot shown in Figure 4.13. The differences in the plots are very small, and can be
seen somewhat in the values of overstrength and ductility shown in Table 4.6.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.15. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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In Table 4.6 it is seen that the value of overstrength is the same for both the non-ductile
and moderately-ductile moment frames. The values of ductility are very similar, with the nonductile moment frame having a ductility of 3.7 and the moderately-ductile moment frame having
a ductility of 3.75. These differences however are very small; thus, the pushover analysis is
showing that these moment frames will behave the same in essence.

Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.16. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.6. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
moderately- 0.056 0.039
ductile 127

1.460

Positive

0.010

0.038

3.750

Negative 0.010

0.038

3.750
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Figure 4.17 shows the deformed shape of the moment frame in both the positive and
negative monatomic analyses. By looking at this figure it can be seen that there is not really any
deformation in the beams or columns. The deformation occurs primarily at the joints where the
columns and beams are connected to the moment frame. From these figures only a guess at the
failure mechanism predicted by the pushover analysis can be made.
To better determine what the failure mechanism predicted by the pushover analysis is the
force displacement plots for each plastic hinge must be analyzed. A summation of these curves is
made in Figure 4.18. Similar to the other non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames
presented thus far, the yielding occurs primarily in the panel zones, with yielding at the bottom
column plastic hinge as well. This behavior was expected by looking at the force load displacement
curve for this plot, as it was nearly identical to that of the non-ductile 127 moment frame, and this
was the failure mechanism of that moment frame. This failure mechanism shown by the force –
displacement plots match what is shown by the deformed moment frame shapes in Figure 4.17.
Because the panel zones are yielding, the beams and column are not experiencing as much
deformation. If the beams and columns were deflecting more, we could guess that beam or column
hinges would be yielding.

Figure 4.17. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.18. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
Figure 4.19 shows the results of the positive and negative monatomic analysis as well as
the cyclic analysis for the highly-ductile moment frame. It can readily be seen that this moment
frame is predicted to have a much higher capacity than the non-ductile and moderately-ductile 127
mph moment frames. The cyclic analysis for this moment frame produces nice hysteresis loops,
which imply that this moment frame is behaving in a ductile manner. The values of overstrength
and ductility are shown in Table 4.7. Similar to the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame there is
a considerable jump in the overstrength of the moment frame from the non-ductile and moderatelyductile moment frames. This moment frame has an overstrength of 2.28, which is larger than the
1.46 calculated for the non-ductile and moderately-ductile 127 mph moment frames and similar to
the value of 2.27 calculated for the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame. It is interesting to note
here that the pushover analysis is predicting that by designing the moment frame to be highlyductile it will yield an overstrength value around 2, seemingly regardless of what windspeed it was
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designed for. The ductility for this moment frame is lower than the ductility calculated for the nonductile and moderately-ductile 127 mph.
Figure 4.20 shows the deformed shapes of the highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame for
both the positive and negative monatomic analyses.

Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.19. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.7. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
highly0.088 0.039
ductile 127

2.280

Positive

0.015

0.042

2.800

Negative 0.015

0.042

2.800
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Figure 4.21 shows the points of plastic hinge yielding for this moment frame. Similar to
the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame, this moment frame yields primarily at the beam hinges.
There is also some yielding of the roof panel zone as well as the bottom column hinge, which was
also the case with the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame.

Figure 4.20. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frames.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.21. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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Figure 4.22 shows the force load displacement for the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame.
The positive and negative monatomic analyses did not yield symmetric curves for this moment
frame. This behavior was also seen for the non-ductile 220 and 110 mph designs. Table 4.8 shows
the values of overstrength and ductility for this moment frame.

Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.22. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.8. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
non-ductile 0.091 0.060
156

1.525

Positive

0.017

0.047

2.765

Negative 0.017

0.055

3.235
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Because the positive and negative monatomic analyses do not yield symmetric force load
displacement curves the values for ductility are different. The positive analysis yields a value for
ductility that is similar to what has been seen in other non-ductile and moderately ductile pushover
analyses. The negative analysis yields a value of 3.235 which is somewhat higher than what has
been seen with the other moment frames. Overstrength for this moment frame is about 1.5, which
is typical of the other non-ductile and moderately-ductile three-story moment frames analyzed.
Figure 4.23 shows the deformed shape of the moment frames for the positive and negative
analyses.
The points of plastic hinge yielding are shown in figure 4.24. As has been seen for each of
the other moment frames, yielding occurred primarily at the panel zones, with yielding also
occurring at the bottom column plastic hinge. On this particular moment frame yielding also
occurred at the roof beam hinges. This could be because of the higher windspeed or due to the
nature of the particular beam that was selected for the roof beam.

Figure 4.23. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.24. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
Unlike the 110 and 127 mph moment frames, the non-ductile and moderately-ductile 156
mph moment frames do not have the exact same member shapes. The moderately-ductile moment
frame has a W21x50 for the 2nd floor beam while the non-ductile moment frame was able to use a
W21x48 because it was not restricted by width to thickness ratios. The results of changing that
beam size along with modeling the beam hinges to be ductile can be seen in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25 shows that the curves resulting from the pushover analysis are symmetric, thus
they will yield the same value for ductility. Collapse is not seen on this moment frame even though
it has been pushed the same amount as the non-ductile moment frame. From this figure the values
of overstrength and ductility were calculated and are shown in Table 4.9 below.
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Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.25. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.9. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
moderately- 0.091 0.060
ductile 156

1.530

Positive

0.017

0.049

2.853

Negative 0.017

0.049

2.853

The overstrength for this moment frame increased slightly from the non-ductile 156 mph
moment frame to 1.53. The ductility also increased slightly from the ductility calculated in the
non-ductile 156 mph positive analysis to 2.853. Here we can note that for all of the non-ductile
and moderately-ductile moment frames the pushover analysis predicts that they will all have
similar values of overstrength.
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Figure 4.26 shows the deformed shape of the moment frame for both the positive and
negative monatomic analyses.
In Figure 4.27 it is shown that this moment frame follows the pattern of the other
moderately-ductile moment frames by yielding at each of the panel zones and bottom column
plastic hinge. However, this moment frame also has some yielding at the roof and second floor
beam hinges. There was some yielding on the roof beam hinge for the non-ductile 156 mph
moment frame, and now there is some additional yielding on the second-floor beam. Likely, this
is because the beam size went up to be a shape that met the requirements for the moderately-ductile
width to thickness ratio. Thus, because this moment frame will now behave more ductile, yielding
was likely to also occur on the second-floor beam as its increase in size forced the yielding out of
the panel zone and onto the beam.
Figure 4.28 shows the load displacement curve for the highly-ductile 156 mph moment
frame. This plot shows nice hysteretic loops indicating ductility in the structure. Similar to other
windspeeds, the highly-ductile moment frame has a higher Fmax than the non-ductile and
moderately-ductile moment frames, and will therefore have a higher value of overstrength. Table
4.10 shows the values of overstrength and ductility for this moment frame. Overstrength for this
moment frame is 1.82, higher than the average 1.5 for the non-ductile and moderately-ductile
moment frames, but lower than the overstrength values for the highly-ductile 110 and 127 mph
moment frames. Ductility for this moment frame had a large increase compared to the non-ductile
and moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frames. This behavior was not observed in the 110 or
127 mph moment frames, which both saw a decrease in the ductility for the highly-ductile moment
frame.
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Figure 4.26. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frames.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.27. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
Figure 4.29 shows the deformed shape of the moment frame for the positive and negative
monatomic analysis.
Figure 4.30 shows the points where yielding occurred on the moment frame. This moment
frame follows the pattern seen in the other highly-ductile moment frame, with yielding occurring
at the beam hinges and bottom column hinge. There is also some panel zone yielding as well. The
results of all the pushover analysis have been compiled and are shown in Table 4.11.
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Cyclic Analysis
Positive and Negative
Monatomic Analysis

Figure 4.28. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph moment frame load displacement curve.
Table 4.10. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph pushover analysis results
Yield Displacement
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax Fdesign
Analysis Point at 80% Max
(Ωwind)
(μ)
(Δy)
Force (Δ80)
Three-story
highly0.111 0.060
ductile 156

1.862

Positive

0.014

0.046

3.286

Negative 0.014

0.046

3.286

Figure 4.29. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.30. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
Table 4.11. Three-story pushover analysis results
Overstrength
Ductility
Building
Fmax
Analysis
(Ωwind)
(μ)
Three-story non-ductile
220 mph
Three-story non-ductile
110 mph
Three-story moderatelyductile 110 mph
Three-story highlyductile 110 mph
Three-story non-ductile
127 mph
Three-story moderatelyductile 127 mph
Three-story highlyductile 127 mph
Three-story non-ductile
156 mph
Three-story moderatelyductile 156 mph
Three-story highlyductile 156 mph

0.164

1.501

0.050

1.731

0.050

1.731

0.065

2.265

0.056

1.460

0.056

1.460

0.088

2.280

0.091

1.525

0.091

1.530

0.111

1.862
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Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

2.667
4.333
2.462
2.635
2.635
2.635
2.313
2.313
3.700
3.700
3.750
3.750
2.800
2.800
2.765
3.235
2.853
2.853
3.286
3.286

4.2 Vibration Analysis Results
For each moment frame a vibration analysis was run in order to determine the fundamental
modes of vibration. The results of this analysis will be used in the time history analysis to compute
the Rayleigh damping. The vibration analysis was run first for the three-story non-ductile 220 mph
moment frame. Figure 4.31 shows the resulting deformed moment frame mode shapes for the first
three modes of vibration for this moment frame. The results of the analysis are shown in Table
4.12. Only the first two periods of vibration have been shown, as those have been used to calculate
omega 1 and omega 2, which will be used in the dynamic analysis. Omega 1 and omega 2 refer to
the first and second natural frequencies of the structure in radians per second.
For the three-story non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, the first period of vibration has
been calculated to be 1.967 seconds. This value seemed slightly high when first observed, being
compared to the period of vibration observed for similar steel buildings. Thus, to verify the results
of the OpenSees analysis, a vibration analysis for the moment frame was performed in SAP2000.
The results of the SAP2000 analysis are shown in Table 4.13. By observing the value of the first
period of vibration calculated in OpenSees and SAP2000, they are quite similar, with the OpenSees
value being 1.967 and the SAP2000 value being 2.105. The second period of vibration is also
similar, with the OpenSees value being 0.732 and the SAP2000 value being 0.862. It is likely that
the difference in these values is due to the way the program solved the non-linear components of
the analysis. Therefore, because the values are similar, the SAP2000 analysis verifies the results
of the vibration analysis performed in OpenSees. The high period of vibration indicates that the
building is more flexible. A likely cause for the flexibility of this structure is that serviceability
limits were excluded from the design. If serviceability parameters were to be introduced, it would
result in a much stiffer design because the member sizes would need to be increased.
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Upon verification of the OpenSees vibration analysis the remaining moment frames were
analyzed and the natural frequencies were calculated. The deformed moment frame mode shapes
for those mode shapes are shown below in Figures 4.32 – 4.40. The results of the vibration analysis
for each of those moment frames is shown in Tables 4.14 – 4.22.

1st Mode of Vibration

2nd Mode of Vibration

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.31. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.12. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story nonductile 220 mph

1.967

0.732

3.195

8.578

Table 4.13. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph SAP2000 vibration analysis results
Mode Number Period (sec.) Frequency (cyc./sec.) Frequency (rad./sec.)
1
2.105
0.475
2.985
2
0.862
1.161
7.293
3
0.385
2.596
16.313

1st Mode of Vibration

2nd Mode of Vibration

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.32. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
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Table 4.14. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story nonductile 110 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

3.551

1.180

2nd Mode of Vibration

1.770

5.326

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.33. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.15. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story moderatelyductile 110 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

3.551

1.180

2nd Mode of Vibration

1.770

5.326

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.34. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.16. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story highlyductile 110 mph

3.247

0.961
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1.935

6.537

1st Mode of Vibration

2nd Mode of Vibration

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.35. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.17. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story nonductile 127 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

3.146

1.007

2nd Mode of Vibration

1.997

6.237

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.36. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.18. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story moderatelyductile 127 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

3.146

1.007

2nd Mode of Vibration

1.997

6.237

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.37. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
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Table 4.19. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph vibration analysis results
First Period
Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story highlyductile 127 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

2.804

0.890

2nd Mode of Vibration

2.241

7.062

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.38. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.20. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story nonductile 156 mph

1st Mode of Vibration

2.533

0.875

2nd Mode of Vibration

2.481

7.181

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.39. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.21. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story moderatelyductile 156 mph

2.523

0.874
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2.491

7.187

1st Mode of Vibration

2nd Mode of Vibration

3rd Mode of Vibration

Figure 4.40. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph deformed moment frame mode shapes.
Table 4.22. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph vibration analysis results
First Period Second Period
Building
Omega 1 Omega 2
of Vibration
of Vibration
Three-story highlyductile 156 mph

2.479

0.825

2.535

7.616

Table 4.23 shows all the results of each vibration analysis. It can be seen that for each
windspeed, the highly-ductile moment frame had a lower first and second period of vibration than
the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frame. This shows a similar result that was seen
in the pushover analysis.

Table 4.23. Three-story vibration analysis results
First
Second
Building
Period of Period of Omega 1
Vibration Vibration
Three-story non-ductile 220 mph
1.967
0.732
3.195
Three-story non-ductile 110 mph
3.551
1.180
1.770
Three-story moderately-ductile 110
3.551
1.180
1.770
mph
Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph
3.247
0.961
1.935
Three-story non-ductile 127 mph
3.146
1.007
1.997
Three-story moderately-ductile 127
3.146
1.007
1.997
mph
Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph
2.804
0.890
2.241
Three-story non-ductile 156 mph
2.533
0.875
2.481
Three-story moderately-ductile 156
2.523
0.874
2.491
mph
Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph
2.479
0.825
2.535
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Omega 2
8.578
5.326
5.326
6.537
6.237
6.237
7.062
7.181
7.187
7.616

A higher period of vibration results in a lower natural frequency. If the building has a lower
natural frequency, it is not as stiff of a structure. Thus, the vibration analysis can give a preliminary
understanding of the performance of the moment frames, with the hypothesis being that a higher
frequency for a structure will signify that the structure will be stronger.

4.3 Dynamic Analysis Results
The dynamic analysis, also known as the time history analysis is the most time intensive
of the non-linear analyses run. The benefit to this analysis is that because it uses data from wind
tunnel testing, it provides a more accurate depiction of the behavior and collapse of the structure.
The dynamic analysis was run for each of the aforementioned moment frames, and the results are
presented here. Comparisons will be made to determine suitable wind response modification
factors for each moment frame analyzed.
The non-ductile, 220 mph moment frame serves as the prime target moment frame for the
dynamic analysis. By adding ductility parameters to the 110, 127, and 156 mph moment frames
the goal is that they can outperform the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame thus justifying a
reduction to the design windspeed.
The incremental dynamic analysis for the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame is presented
in Figure 4.41. From the figure it can be seen that the moment frame exhibits some overstrength,
as was predicted by the pushover analysis, because it surpasses the 220 mph windspeed and fails
at a windspeed close to 281 mph. The x-axis is the story drift ratio, and only points with a story
drift ratio up to 0.2 are shown. The moment frame is considered to have failed past this point.
Failure for this particular moment frame occurs at a story drift of about 0.049. The moment frame
underwent some yielding before failure, seen by the slope of the plot.
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As was done for the pushover analysis, plots of the deformed moment frame at failure were
prepared with points showing the location of plastic hinge yielding on the moment frame. Figure
4.42 shows the plastic hinge locations for the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. The figure
indicates that yielding in this moment frame occurs primarily at the panel zones, with a plastic
hinge forming at the base of the 1st story columns and 3rd story columns. This is very similar to
what was predicted by the pushover analysis. The pushover analysis predicted that all the panel
zones of this moment frame would experience yielding as well as the 1st story bottom column
hinges. The dynamic analysis verifies that that all those points will yield, while indicating that
there will also be yielding at the 3rd story column hinges. Thus, in this case, the pushover analysis
provided a fair estimate of the failure mechanism for this moment frame.

Non-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 281 mph.

Figure 4.41. Incremental dynamic analysis for non-ductile 220 mph moment frame.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.42. Three-story non-ductile 220 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
The 110 mph moment frame were analyzed next, and the incremental dynamic analysis
curve was plotted for each ductility level and are shown together in Figure 4.43. The dynamic
analysis shows that the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame does not perform as well as the
moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame, despite the additional width to thickness requirements
and strong column – weak beam requirement. It should be remembered that the non-ductile 110
mph moment frame and the moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame had the same design, thus
at low windspeeds their IDA curves follow the same trajectory until the non-ductile moment frame
fails prematurely to the moderately-ductile failure. This is therefore a result of the beam hinges
being modeled as non-ductile rather than ductile, as that is the only parameter that changed in the
analysis.
It is unexpected that the moderately-ductile moment frame outperformed the highly-ductile
moment frame. A possible explanation for this behavior is that the column sizes for the designs
differed greatly. The moderately-ductile design utilized W10’s for the columns while the highlyductile designs had W12’s for the column, to satisfy the strong column – weak beam conditions
while providing the most optimized design. That difference may have affected the way the moment
frames behaved relative to each other. It can also be noted that the pushover analysis calculated
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the overstrength of the highly-ductile moment frame to be greater than the overstrength of the
moderately-ductile moment frame, but the ductility of the moderately-ductile moment frame was
higher than the ductility for the highly-ductile moment frame. Possibly, because the moderatelyductile moment frame was more ductile than the highly-ductile moment frame it performed better.
The plastic yield locations for the non-ductile, moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 110
mph moment frames are shown in Figures 4.44, 4.45 and 4.46 respectively. As was seen for the
non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, the plastic hinge yield locations are very similar to what was
predicted from the pushover analysis. The pushover analysis predicted yielding to occur at the
panel zones and 1st story bottom column hinges for the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment
frames. Figure 4.44 shows that yielding occurred only in the panel zones, and for the top two
stories only the right panel zone had yielding that occurred. The dynamic analysis has yielding
occurring on only one side of the moment frame because it was only pushed in one direction,
whereas the pushover analysis pushes the moment frame in the positive and negative directions,
thus both sides exhibit plastic yielding. The moderately-ductile 110 mph moment frame has almost
the exact yielding pattern shown in the pushover analysis, with the only other yield point being a
plastic beam hinge on the second-floor beam.
Figure 4.46 shows the yielding that occurred on the highly-ductile 110 mph moment frame.
Here, because the frame is shown at the time of failure, it shows the 1st story left column failing
without any plastic hinge formations. In this case the failure in that column appears to be a brittle
failure, as the results show no plastic hinge yielding at that location prior to collapse. Figure 4.47
has been added to show the moment frame just prior to the collapse intensity. As can be seen, there
is no yielding in the column. To an extent, the frame follows what was predicted by the pushover
analysis, with yielding occurring in the beam hinges and panel zones. The moderately-ductile
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moment frame had more locations of plastic yielding, which could explain how it was able to
outperform the highly-ductile moment frame.

Moderately-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 194 mph.

Highly-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 177 mph.

Non-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 145 mph.

Figure 4.43. Incremental dynamic analysis for 110 mph moment frames.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.44. Three-story non-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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The 127 mph moment frames were designed next, and the incremental dynamic analysis
was performed for each level of ductility. The results are shown in Figure 4.48. Similar to the 110
mph moment frames, the non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames utilize the same
design. Unlike the 110 mph non-ductile and moderately-ductile moment frames, the 127 mph nonductile moment frame does not fail before the moderately-ductile 127 mph moment frame. As
such, only the moderately-ductile incremental dynamic analysis curve is shown in Figure 4.48.
Also, unlike the 110 mph moment frames, the highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame far exceeds
the capacity of the moderately-ductile mph moment frame. The moderately-ductile moment frame
fails at 176 mph, and the highly-ductile moment frame fails at 539 mph.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.45. Three-story moderately-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.46. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph plastic hinge yield locations.

Figure 4.47. Three-story highly-ductile 110 mph pre-collapse intensity displacement.
Looking at the results of the pushover analysis, the overstrength for the highly-ductile 127
mph moment frame was greater than that of the moderately-ductile and non-ductile 127 mph
moment frame. The ductility for the highly-ductile moment frame however was less than the
ductility for the moderately-ductile and non-ductile moment frames. This was also the case for the
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110 mph moment frames, however, in that case the highly-ductile moment frame did not perform
better than the moderately-ductile frame. Because of this, it can’t be stated that the pushover
analysis will predict the actual behavior of the moment frame, or even allow for an acceptable
comparison. Thus far it appears that the pushover analysis can make fair predictions of the collapse
mechanism for the moment frame, but it can’t be used to provide an accurate assessment of the
moment frame.
Looking at the highly-ductile incremental dynamic analysis curve, there are three points
where the analysis jumps slightly creating a point in the curve (between 350 and 400 mph). These
points can occur occasionally in the analysis, and may be considered to be artifacts of the analysis
if the curve continues in its previous course following the jump. In this case, because the jumps
are only at one point, these may be disregarded.
The yield points for the non-ductile, moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment frames
are shown in Figures 4.49, 4.50, and 4.51 respectively. Here, the pushover analysis predicts the
failure mechanism of the moment frame again, with the non-ductile and moderately-ductile 127
mph moment frames experiencing yielding in the panel zones and 1st story bottom column hinges.
Additionally, Figure 4.49 gives added information as to the ultimate failure of the moment frame,
depicting a soft story failure of the moment frame at the first story.
The highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame shown in Figure 4.51 has yield points predicted
by the pushover analysis as well. With the provisions of width to thickness ratio and strong column
– weak beam principles the yielding it pushed from the panel zones into the beams of the moment
frame. For this moment frame the added provisions which intended to help the moment frame
behave in a more ductile manner greatly increase the capacity of this moment frame.
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Highly-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 539 mph.

Non-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 176 mph.

Moderately-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 176 mph.

Figure 4.48. Incremental dynamic analysis for 127 mph moment frames.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.49. Three-story non-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.50. Three-story moderately-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.51. Three-story highly-ductile 127 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
The results of the 127 mph moment frames are verified by the results of the 156 mph
moment frames. Figure 4.52 shows the incremental dynamic analysis curves for the non-ductile,
moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 156 mph moment frames. Similar to the 127 mph moment
frames, the highly-ductile moment frame proves to have the greatest capacity. The moderatelyductile 156 mph moment frame also has a fair amount of capacity as well. Looking at the highly-
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ductile incremental dynamic analysis curve, there is a sharp point around 400 mph where the curve
comes to a sharp point. This behavior was seen in the analysis for the 127 mph. moment frames as
well and is likely an extraneous value of the analysis. If this behavior were to occur more frequently
the analysis could be checked for errors, however because it is only exhibited in few cases it can
be justified that these are artifacts of the analysis.
The non-ductile 156 mph moment frame, however, has an issue that was brought to light
through the dynamic analysis. Figure 4.52 shows the non-ductile moment frame experiencing
collapse at a windspeed of 153 mph which is 3 mph less than its design windspeed of 156 mph
Thus, this moment frame does not even meet the design requirements. Unlike the 110 and 127
mph moment frames, the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame is not the same design as the
moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frame. The non-ductile moment frame uses a W21x48 for
the second-floor beam while the moderately-ductile width to thickness requirements forced that
beam to be a W21x50. With only the beam size and beam hinges changing it was expected to
perform closer to the moderately-ductile moment frame. The non-ductile 156 mph moment frame
was one of the most optimized moment frames that was designed, with PMM ratios of all members
very close to 1. Ideally, this moment frame would then fail at 156 mph, yet the incremental
dynamic analysis shows that it fails slightly before that windspeed. It can be seen in this case that
the pushover analysis can’t be used to accurately determine the behavior of the moment frame.
The pushover analysis for the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame yielded an overstrength value
of 1.525, slightly less than the overstrength of the moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frame
which was 1.530. Additionally, the positive monoatomic analysis ductility of the non-ductile
moment frame was slightly less than the moderately-ductile moment frame (2.765 compared to
2.853). Because these values only varied slightly, the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame was
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expected to behave almost as well as the moderately-ductile 156 mph moment frame. Because the
non-ductile moment frame does not perform similar to the moderately-ductile moment frame, the
pushover analysis can’t be proven to provide accurate results of moment frame capacity.
Figure 4.53 gives additional insight into the collapse of the non-ductile 156 mph moment
frame. The only plastic hinges that formed on this moment frame were at the 3rd story columns.
Thus, it appears that the third story was a soft story, and its collapse caused failure in the remainder
of the structure. This moment frame is the only one that had a failure mechanism the pushover
analysis failed to predict. The moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 156 mph moment frames
shown in Figures 4.54 and 4.55 respectively are closer to what was predicted in the pushover
analysis, and are typical of the other moderately-ductile and highly-ductile yield points.

Highly-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 466 mph.
Moderately-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 292 mph.

Non-ductile IDA curve.
Failure windspeed: 153 mph.

Figure 4.52. Incremental dynamic analysis for 156 mph moment frames.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.53. Three-story non-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.

Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.54. Three-story moderately-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
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Column Hinge
Panel Zone
Beam Hinge

Figure 4.55. Three-story highly-ductile 156 mph plastic hinge yield locations.
The completion of the dynamic analysis allows for comparisons to be made between the
moment frames in order for a wind response modification factor to be determined. A comparison
of moderately-ductile moment frames to non-ductile moment frames of higher windspeeds is given
in Table 4.24, and a comparison of highly-ductile moment frames to non-ductile moment frames
of higher windspeeds is given in Table 4.25. In these tables, collapse wind pressures from the
dynamic analysis are compared with the percent difference between the two shown. Additionally,
the percent difference between the Fmax values calculated in the pushover analysis is shown along
with the percent difference in the average demand capacity ratio (DCR) between the compared
moment frames. In Chapter 2 the demand capacity ratio is referred to as the PMM for the frame
member. Corresponding Rwind values are shown in the tables below the percent difference values.
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110 mph
127 mph
156 mph

Moderately-Ductile moment
Frame

Table 4.24. Comparison of moderately-ductile moment frames target non-ductile moment
frames
Non-ductile target moment frame
127 mph
156 mph
220 mph
Max IDA value percent pass:
9.7%
23.6%
-36.6%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
-12.6%
-58.7%
-106.9%
Average DCR percent difference:
0.3%
1.2%
3.6%
(Rwind)
(1.3)
(2.0)
(4.0)
Max IDA value percent pass:
14.0%
-46.0%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
-46.9%
-97.6%
Average DCR percent difference:
0.9%
3.3%
(Rwind)
(1.5)
(3.0)
Max IDA value percent pass:
3.8%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
-56.9%
Average DCR percent difference:
3.1%
(Rwind)
(2.0)

110 mph
127 mph
156 mph

Highly-Ductile moment Frame

Table 4.25. Comparison of highly-ductile moment frames to target non-ductile moment frames
Non-ductile target moment frame
127 mph
156 mph 220 mph
Max IDA value percent pass:
0.6%
14.5%
-45.4%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
14.2%
-33.3%
-86.4%
Average DCR percent difference:
12.4%
13.3%
15.6%
(Rwind)
(1.3)
(2.0)
(4.0)
Max IDA value percent pass:
111.6%
62.9%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
--3.1%
-60.1%
Average DCR percent difference:
12.7%
15.1%
(Rwind)
(1.5)
(3.0)
Max IDA value percent pass:
49.5%
Peak V/W pushover value percent pass:
-38.4%
Average DCR percent difference:
18.4%
(Rwind)
(2.0)
Observing the results of the dynamic analysis, Tables 4.24 and 4.25 show that both the
moderately-ductile and highly-ductile 110 mph moment frames outperform the non-ductile 127
mph and 156 mph moment frames. Neither the moderately-ductile 110 mph or highly-ductile 110
mph moment frame outperforms the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. The moderately-ductile
127 mph moment frame outperforms the non-ductile 156 mph moment frame while falling short
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of the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. However, the highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame
greatly surpasses the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame. Both the moderately-ductile and highlyductile 156 mph moment frames outperform the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame.
There is a large discrepancy between the results of the pushover analysis and the results of
the dynamic analysis. While the dynamic analysis shows that a ductile moment frame can
outperform one or possibly two non-ductile moment frames the pushover analysis predicted that
the ductile moment frames were unable to outperform a non-ductile moment frame of a higher
windspeed. The only exception was that 110 mph highly-ductile moment frame was shown to
outperform the non-ductile 127 mph moment frame. From this research conducted it is not entirely
clear why this discrepancy exists, as such a large variation was not expected. However, from these
results it is clear that the pushover analysis is not a good indicator of the actual performance of the
moment frame.
The absolute value of the percent difference in the demand capacity ratio between the
compared moment frames is shown to help understand whether the slight overdesign of the
moment frame could play a role in how well the moment frame performs. For the moderatelyductile moment frames, percent difference in DCR was relatively small, fluctuating between 0.3%
and 3.6%. The highly-ductile moment frames had a much larger percent difference, with DCR
values between 12.4% and 18.4%. By looking at the dynamic analysis percent passing it is seen
that the highly-ductile moment frames generally have a much higher percent passing than the
moderately-ductile moment frames do. The average demand to capacity ratio for the moment
frames show that the highly ductile frames were not as “lean” as the non-ductile moment frames
they were compared to; thus, while these frames behaved more ductile, they also may have
performed better than the non-ductile frames because in a material sense they were stronger.
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By looking at Tables 4.24 and 4.25, while the moderately-ductile moment frames don’t
always greatly outperform the non-ductile target moment frames like the highly-ductile moment
frames do, they nevertheless outperform the same non-ductile target moment frames that the
highly-ductile moment frames outperform. The single exception is that the moderately-ductile 127
mph moment frame does not outperform the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, but the highlyductile 127 mph moment frame does. Therefore, a moderately-ductile moment frame can be used
for most windspeeds, because it performs just as well as the highly-ductile moment frame.
A moderately-ductile moment frame will work for the non-ductile 127 mph and 156 mph
moment frames, whether it is a 110 mph or 127 mph moderately-ductile moment frame. A
moderately-ductile moment frame will only work for the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame if it
has an Rwind value of 2, corresponding to a windspeed of 156 mph. Because the highly-ductile 127
mph will also outperform the non-ductile 220 mph moment frame, it may also be used with an
Rwind value of 3. The value of the wind response modification factor for the moment frames studied
can be summarized as follows:
•

By using an Rwind value of 1.3, the 127 mph design windspeed can be reduced if the moment
frame is designed to meet the moderately-ductile standards. A highly-ductile moment
frame is not needed.

•

By using an Rwind value of 1.5 or 2, the 156 mph design windspeed can be reduced if the
moment frame is designed to meet the moderately-ductile standards. A highly-ductile
moment frame is not needed.

•

By using an Rwind value up to 3, the 220 mph design windspeed can be reduced if the
moment frame is designed to meet the highly-ductile standards. No moderately-ductile
standards will work.
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Based on the results of the dynamic analysis, it can be concluded that a wind response
modification factor of 2 may be used if the moment frame is designed to meet the moderatelyductile standards. A wind response modification factor of 3 may be used if the moment frame is
designed to meet the highly-ductile standards.
However, it is recognized that the response modification factor and the corresponding
reduced design forces only lead to smaller member sizes if the moment frame design is controlled
by strength, and in many cases the moment frame design is controlled by serviceability. For
example, Figure 4.56 shows a contour map of the service-level wind speeds (mph) with a 10-year
mean recurrence interval (MRI) for the contiguous United States.
Since the non-ductile moment frames designed for 220-mph strength-level wind meet a
H/400 drift limit for service-level wind speeds up to 85 mph, the actual design would be strength
controlled at nearly every location in the United States. But the moment frames (non-ductile and
ductile) designed for 156 mph, 127 mph, and 110 mph strength-level wind speeds only meet a
H/400 drift limit for approximately 65 mph, 52 mph, and 44 mph service-level wind speeds,
respectively. Therefore, the actual design of these frames would be serviceability controlled in
nearly every location in the United States. Although strength would control for buildings with
moment frames designed for 156-mph located along the west coast of California, these locations
are very unlikely to have high strength-level loads.
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Figure 4.56. Contour map of basic wind speeds (mph) with a 10-year mean recurrence interval
(MRI) for the contiguous United States based on ASCE 7-16 (https://hazards.atcouncil.org/).
The implication is that serviceability (limiting service-level drift) will impose an upper
bound on a wind response modification factor. Based on the archetype buildings examined in this
study, that upper bound value is between 1 and 2. To determine a more exact value for the upper
bound, moment frames designed for these values would need to be evaluated. These additional
moment frame designs are beyond the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter contains a summary of the analysis and the results. The principal findings are
summarized, and areas for future research are identified.

5.1 Summary
The purpose of this research was to investigate whether principles of inelasticity that are
currently used in seismic design of buildings could also be applied to wind design of buildings. In
order to accomplish the purpose of this study, two archetype steel-frame buildings were examined:
a single-story office building and a three-story office building. The three-story office building is
the primary focus of the study, as a single-story large box building has previously been designed,
and the results of the three-story building were expected to provide insight on the behavior of
structures taller than one story. Additionally, due to time constraints the single-story moment
frames were able to be designed, but the non-linear analysis was unable to be run for those frames.
The conclusions, therefore, draw on the results of the three-story building non-linear analysis.
Tentative ductility requirements for the two buildings were developed based on ductility
requirements originally developed for seismic design. Four design windspeeds were selected (110
mph, 127 mph, 156 mph and 220 mph) for which moment frames of varying levels of ductility
would be designed. Three ductility levels were selected for this study, matching the three levels of
ductility currently used in seismic design. For each windspeed, a non-ductile, moderately-ductile
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and highly-ductile moment frame was designed. The non-ductile moment frame is representative
of a design based on current wind design provisions (as principles of inelasticity have not yet been
incorporated into the wind design code). The moderately-ductile moment frame incorporates beam
lateral bracing and width to thickness ratios for each member, in accordance with current seismic
design provisions for intermediate moment frames. The highly-ductile moment frame has
increased requirements to be met for lateral bracing and width to thickness ratios and was
proportioned to have a “strong column / weak beam”.
The framing layout for each archetype building was selected to match, as closely as
possible, the framing layout for the example building shown in Chapter 3 of the Seismic Design
Manual. Using typical dead and live loads, the gravity loads acting on the moment frame were
calculated for each building. Following this, the wind loads acting on the building were determined
using the directional procedure specified in Chapters 26 and 27 of ASCE 7-16. With the wind loads
and gravity loads determined, the moment frames for the single-story and three-story office
buildings were designed. The analysis was done using SAP2000 and OpenSees finite element
software. Since there were two buildings, each with four design windspeeds, and three levels of
ductility for each windspeed, a total of twenty-four moment frames were designed.
With the design of the moment frames complete, the finite element model and analysis was
used to predict the non-linear behavior of the buildings. Panel zones, column plastic hinges and
beam hinges were included into the finite element model using a lumped plasticity approach. Panel
zones were represented using the Krawinkler model, with rotational springs at the joints
connecting the beams and columns to the panel zones. With elements to define the non-linearity
in the model, a pushover, vibration and dynamic analysis were developed. The pushover analysis
was developed by running a positive monotonic analysis, negative monatomic analysis and a cyclic
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analysis. The pushover analysis was used to gain a preliminary understanding of the system
overstrength and ductility, as well as the likely collapse mechanism. The vibration analysis
determined the fundamental modes of vibration for each moment frame, which were used in the
dynamic analysis to determine damping values.
The dynamic analysis, or time history analysis, used wind tunnel data to model the response
of the structure over a period of time. The wind tunnel data was adapted such that the pressures
measured in the wind tunnel were translated to forces acting on each floor of the moment frame.
The dynamic analysis was run several times in an incremental dynamic analysis: the intensity of
the wind force acting on the structure was increased incrementally until the windspeed
corresponding to a collapse of the structure was reached. Thus, with the collapse windspeed
determined for each moment frame, the collapse capacity of a ductile design was compared to the
collapse capacity of a non-ductile design. The corresponding wind response modification factor
was based on the ratio of the ductile designs whose collapse capacity exceeded the collapse
capacity of the non-ductile design.

5.2 Principal Findings
Through this study several important findings were made. The dynamic analysis was the
principal means for discovering these findings, but the static pushover analysis also revealed
important findings that relate to inelastic wind design. The principal findings for this study are as
follows:
•

The static pushover analysis was not an accurate analysis for predicting the collapse
windspeed in the dynamic analysis. By comparing the pushover values of Fmax with each
other it was seen that almost all ductile frames were predicted to underperform the non-
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ductile moment frames of a higher windspeed. However, the dynamic analysis showed that
this was not the case.
•

The static pushover analysis was a fair predictor of the collapse mechanism for this moment
frame. It tended to predict where the moment frame would fail with a good amount of
accuracy.

•

Highly ductile moment frames had a lower average PMM or demand capacity ratio than
the moderately-ductile and non-ductile moment frames. This was indicative of the higher
percent passing value that the highly-ductile moment frames had when compared to the
non-ductile moment frames.

•

In most cases, a moderately-ductile moment frame would outperform the same non-ductile
target moment frames that the highly-ductile moment frame would. The highly-ductile
moment frame tended to out-perform the moderately-ductile moment frame by quite a bit,
as seen by the 127 mph and 156 mph moment frames, yet it appears that the required effort
to design the highly-ductile moment frame would not be necessary because in most cases
a moderately-ductile moment frame could also work. Additionally, the requirements of
“strong column / weak beam” force the column sizes to greatly increase. Greater member
sizes will result in a higher overall cost of the structure. Therefore, a moderately-ductile
moment frame is likely to be a more economic option than a highly-ductile frame.

•

The wind response modification factor equal to 2 for a moderately-ductile moment frame
provided the same collapse capacity as the conventional (non-ductile) moment frame.

•

The wind response modification factor equal to 3 for a highly-ductile moment frame
provided the same collapse capacity as the conventional (non-ductile) moment frame.
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•

Serviceability requirements will impose an upper bound on the wind response modification
factor, in the range of 1 to 2.
The implication of these results is that by providing ductility at the material-level, member-

level, and system-level it is possible that a reduced design force for wind resistance (i.e., via a
response modification factor for wind) could be possible. Moment frames developed with a lower
windspeed that utilized the inherent ductility in steel were able to outperform traditional designs
for wind resisting moment frames.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research
This research explored the inherent ductility in steel structures as a justification for a
reduced design force for wind (via the wind response modification factor). This research suggests
that a response modification factor is viable, and that ductility does positively impact the collapse
capacity of the moment frame. However, before implementation, there are several important areas
in inelastic wind design for steel buildings that should be pursued. Several recommendations are
proposed here:
•

This research examined only one type and shape of building. Additional research is needed
to investigate the viability of the concept for buildings of different sizes and shapes to
confirm the wind response modification factors proposed in this study.

•

For most locations in the contiguous United States, the archetype buildings examined in
this study would be controlled by serviceability instead of strength, depending on the drift
limit imposed and the mean recurrence interval (MRI) selected for the drift check. As a
consequence, for these buildings the upper bound on the wind response modification factor
appears to be between 1.0 and 2.0. Further research is required to determine a more exact
value, and to determine if this trend applies to other building types and shapes.
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•

The dynamic analyses in this research were based on wind loads derived from NIST wind
tunnel data that has an equivalent full-scale duration of approximately 30 min., depending
on the wind speed. However, it is recognized that the duration of a windstorm can vary
significantly and thus the duration of windstorms used in analytical studies varies
significantly (Griffis et al. 2013; Gani and Légeron 2012; Muthukumar et al. 2012; Chuang
and Spence 2020). The Prestandard for Performance-Based Wind Design (ASCE 2019)
recommends a 1-hour ramp-up, a 2-hour period at the target wind speed, and a 1-hour
ramp-down period. As a consequence, the duration of the simulated wind event in this
study is not necessarily representative of the duration of an actual windstorm. Future
research is recommended to determine the effect of shorter and (especially) longer duration
wind events on the predicted inelastic response.

•

The finite element model employed in this study utilized parameters originally intended
for modeling the effects of earthquakes on moderately-ductile and highly-ductile moment
frames. Further research to determine whether these parameters should be adjusted for
application to windstorms is warranted.

•

This research focused on selected types of beam to column connections. Future research is
needed to determine whether different connection types would change the results or could
yield better results for structures in extreme wind conditions.

•

A cost-benefit analysis is recommended. A cost analysis could be used to determine if, and
by how much, building construction costs would be reduced, if moderately-ductile or
highly-ductile moment frames replaced the current non-ductile moment frames used in
wind design.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains a sample of the Excel spreadsheet used to check the design of the
three-story moment frame. A similar spreadsheet was used for the single-story moment frame.
This particular spreadsheet was for the three-story highly-ductile 127 mph moment frame. It was
selected as a sample because it contains information about the calculation of the column to beam
ratio.
Using SAP2000 and the MATLAB script developed for the moment frame design, the
frame sizes could be selected, the analysis run, and the output of values would be inserted into this
table to check if the members met the required strength and ductility parameters. This table is
presented for a reference of how the designs were completed.

Table A.1. Sample moment frame design check spreadsheet
Highly-Ductile Moment Frame Check
Three Story Building
127 mph windspeed
Shape Selection
Member
1st & 2nd Story Column
3rd Story Column
1st Floor Beam
2nd Floor Beam
Roof Beam

Shape
W12x120
W12x35
W21x44
W16x45
W12x22

Meets Width to Thickness Requirement
Yes
Pu < 453 k
Pu < 56.8 k
Pu < 425 k
Pu < 196 k
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Analysis Parameters
Analysis Method

Second Order Effects
Notional Loads Considered
Connection Used
Design Windspeed (mph)

Direct Analysis
Method
P-Delta
(Geometric
Nonlinearity)
No
WUF-W
127

AISC 358-16

1st Story Column Strength Check
Lb (ft.)
φbMn (kip-ft)
φcPn (kip)
φvVn (kip)

13.33
684.0
1306.7
279.0

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
360
Pu (kip)
206
Pr/Pc
0.16
Governing Interaction
H1-1b - AISC
Formula
360
τb
1
PMM Ratio
0.61
PMM Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
35.0
Shear Check
O.K.

Column is unbraced along entire
length
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Pu (kip)
Pr/Pc
Governing Interaction Formula
τb
PMM Ratio
PMM Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

Column size meets strength requirements
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LC 4
357
206
0.16
H1-1b - AISC
360
1
0.60
O.K.
34.8
O.K.

2nd Story Column Strength Check
Lb (ft.)
φbMn (kip-ft)
φcPn (kip)
φvVn (kip)

13.33
684.0
1306.7
279.0

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
218
Pu (kip)
124
Pr/Pc
0.09
Governing Interaction
H1-1b - AISC
Formula
360
τb
1
PMM Ratio
0.37
PMM Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
29.4
Shear Check
O.K.

Column is unbraced along entire
length
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Pu (kip)
Pr/Pc
Governing Interaction Formula
τb
PMM Ratio
PMM Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

LC 4
217
124
0.09
H1-1b - AISC
360
1
0.36
O.K.
29.2
O.K.

Column size meets strength requirements
3rd Story Column Strength Check
Lb (ft.)
φbMn (kip-ft)
φcPn (kip)
φvVn (kip)

13.33
141.0
210.7
113.0

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
107.4
Pu (kip)
45.1
Pr/Pc
0.21
Governing Interaction
H1-1a - AISC
Formula
360
τb
1
PMM Ratio
0.89
PMM Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
14.3
Shear Check
O.K.

Column is unbraced along entire
length
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 6-2
Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Pu (kip)
Pr/Pc
Governing Interaction Formula
τb
PMM Ratio
PMM Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

Column size meets strength requirements
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LC 4
108.2
45.2
0.21
H1-1a - AISC
360
1
0.90
O.K.
14.5
O.K.

1st Floor Beam Strength Check
Number of braces
5
Lb (ft.)
5.21
Lb max (ft.)
5.26
Brace Spacing Check
O.K.

Seismic Design Manual Table 1-3

M2

345

Moment at end of triangular distribution of negative
moment

M1

181

Moment at distance Lb from end of triangular
distribution of negative moment

Cb

1.24

Lp (ft.)
φbMpx (kip-ft)
φbBF (kip)

4.45
358
16.8

φbMn (kip-ft)
φvVn (kip)

358
217

Assuming triangular moment distribution along
length of negative moment
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Equation
3-4a
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
345
Mu/φbMn
0.96
Moment Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
34.7
Shear Check
O.K.

Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Mu/φbMn
Moment Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

Beam size meets strength requirements
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LC 4
343
0.96
O.K.
34.5
O.K.

2nd Floor Beam Strength Check
Number of braces
4
Lb (ft.)
6.25
Lb max (ft.)
6.55
Brace Spacing Check
O.K.

Seismic Design Manual Table 1-3

M2

286

Moment at end of triangular distribution of negative
moment

M1

117

Moment at distance Lb from end of triangular
distribution of negative moment

Cb

1.31

Lp (ft.)
φbMpx (kip-ft)
φbBF (kip)

5.55
309
10.8

φbMn (kip-ft)
φvVn (kip)

309
167

Assuming triangular moment distribution along
length of negative moment
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Equation
3-4a
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
286
Mu/φbMn
0.93
Moment Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
30.8
Shear Check
O.K.

Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Mu/φbMn
Moment Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

Beam size meets strength requirements
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LC 4
286
0.93
O.K.
30.8
O.K.

Roof Beam Strength Check
Number of braces
8
Lb (ft.)
3.47
Lb max (ft.)
3.54
Brace Spacing Check
O.K.

Seismic Design Manual Table 1-3

M2

107

Moment at end of triangular distribution of negative
moment

M1

60.8

Moment at distance Lb from end of triangular
distribution of negative moment

Cb

1.21

Lp (ft.)
φbMpx (kip-ft)
φbBF (kip)

3
110
7.06

φbMn (kip-ft)
φvVn (kip)

110.00
95.9

Assuming triangular moment distribution along
length of negative moment
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2
Steel Construction Manual Equation
3-4a
Steel Construction Manual Table 3-2

Design using forces from SAP2000
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Mu (kip-ft)
107.4
Mu/φbMn
0.98
Moment Check
O.K.
Vu (kip)
14.8
Shear Check
O.K.

Design using forces from OpenSees
Governing Load Combination
Mu (kip-ft)
Mu/φbMn
Moment Check
Vu (kip)
Shear Check

Beam size meets strength requirements
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LC 4
108.2
0.98
O.K.
14.8
O.K.

1st Story Strong Column Weak Beam Check
Column Properties
αs
Ag (in^2)
dc (in)
Fyc (ksi)
Zc (in^3)

Beam Properties
1.00
35.2
13.1
50.0
186

Design using forces from SAP2000
wd (klf)
0.75
wl (klf)
0.53
w (klf)
1.76
Vh (kip)
27.5
Pr (kip)
206
Mpc (kip-in)
8209
Mpr (kip-in)
7346
Mv (kip-in)
180
Mpb (kip-in)
7526
Mpc/Mpb
1.09
Check
O.K.

Cpr
Fyb (ksi)
Ry
Zb (in^3)

1.40
50.0
1.10
95.4

Design using forces from OpenSees
wd (klf)
0.75
ws (klf)
0.53
w (klf)
1.76
Vh (kip)
27.5
Pr (kip)
206
Mpc (kip-in)
8210
Mpr (kip-in)
7346
Mv (kip-in)
180
Mpb (kip-in)
7526
Mpc/Mpb
1.09
Check
O.K.

Strong Column Weak Beam Satisfied
2nd Story Strong Column Weak Beam Check
Column Properties
αs
Ag (in^2)
dc (in)
Fyc (ksi)

Beam Properties
1.00
35.2
13.1
50.0

Design using forces from SAP2000
wd (klf)
0.57
wl (klf)
0.53
w (klf)
1.53
Vh (kip)
24.0
Pr (kip)
124
Mpc (kip-in)
8646
Mpr (kip-in)
6337
Mv (kip-in)
157
Mpb (kip-in)
6494
Mpc/Mpb
1.33
Check
O.K.

Cpr
Fyb (ksi)
Ry
Zb (in^3)

1.40
50.0
1.10
82.3

Design using forces from OpenSees
wd (klf)
0.57
ws (klf)
0.53
w (klf)
1.53
Vh (kip)
24.0
Pr (kip)
124
Mpc (kip-in)
8646
Mpr (kip-in)
6337
Mv (kip-in)
157
Mpb (kip-in)
6494
Mpc/Mpb
1.33
Check
O.K.

Strong Column Weak Beam Satisfied
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3rd Story Strong Column Weak Beam Check
Column Properties
αs
Ag (in^2)
dc (in)
Fyc (ksi)
Zc (in^3)

Beam Properties
1.00
10.3
12.5
50.0
51.2

Design using forces from SAP2000
wd (klf)
0.45
wl (klf)
0.13
w (klf)
0.57
Vh (kip)
8.91
Pr (kip)
45.1
Mpc (kip-in)
2336
Mpr (kip-in)
2256
Mv (kip-in)
55.7
Mpb (kip-in)
2312
Mpc/Mpb
1.01
Check
O.K.

Cpr
Fyb (ksi)
Ry
Zb (in^3)

1.40
50.0
1.10
29.3

Design using forces from OpenSees
wd (klf)
0.45
ws (klf)
0.13
w (klf)
0.57
Vh (kip)
8.91
Pr (kip)
45.2
Mpc (kip-in)
2335
Mpr (kip-in)
2256
Mv (kip-in)
55.7
Mpb (kip-in)
2312
Mpc/Mpb
1.01
Check
O.K.

Strong Column Weak Beam Satisfied
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Story Drift Check & Service Wind Speed
Deflection from SAP2000
Deflection from OpenSees
1st Order 1st Story Drift (in)
0.90
1st Order 1st Story Drift (in)
1.02
2nd Order 1st Story Drift
(in)
1.23
2nd Order 1st Story Drift (in)
1.22
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Governing Load Combination
LC 4
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.38
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.19
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Check
No Good
Check
No Good
1st Order 2nd Story Drift
(in)
1.35
1st Order 2nd Story Drift (in)
1.49
2nd Order 2nd Story Drift
(in)
1.97
2nd Order 2nd Story Drift (in)
1.96
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Governing Load Combination
LC 4
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.46
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.32
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Check
No Good
Check
No Good
1st Order 3rd Story Drift (in)
1.42
1st Order 3rd Story Drift (in)
1.47
2nd Order 3rd Story Drift
(in)
2.21
2nd Order 3rd Story Drift (in)
2.24
Governing Load
Combination
LC 4
Governing Load Combination
LC 4
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.56
Ratio 1st to 2nd Order Drifts
1.53
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Deflection Limit (h/400) (in)
0.40
Check
No Good
Check
No Good
Frame Does Not Meet All Story Drift Requirements
F110 (kip)
Story w/ Max Drift
Max Story Drift (in)
Fh/400 (kip)
Vh/400 (mph)
Max Windspeed (mph)

10.2
Story 3
2.21
1.85
54.0
53

F110 (kip)
Story w/ Max Drift
Max Story Drift (in)
Fh/400 (kip)
Vh/400 (mph)
Max Windspeed (mph)
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10.2
Story 3
2.24
1.83
53.7
53

1st Floor Panel Zone Check
SAP 2000 Forces
α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

Open Sees Forces
1.00
35.2
13.1
0.71
50.0
206
1760
Yes
279
0.90
251
35.0
O.K.

α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

1.00
35.2
13.1
0.71
50.0
206
1760
Yes
279
0.90
251
34.8
O.K.

Panel Zone Meets Required Strengths
2nd Floor Panel Zone Check
SAP2000 Forces
α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

OpenSees Forces
1.00
35.2
13.1
0.71
50.0
124
1760
Yes
279
0.90
251
29.4
O.K.

α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

Panel Zone Meets Required Strengths
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1.00
35.2
13.1
0.71
50.0
124
1760
Yes
279
0.90
251
29.2
O.K.

Roof Panel Zone Check
SAP2000 Forces
α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

OpenSees Forces
1.00
10.3
12.5
0.3
50.0
45
515
Yes
113
0.90
101.3
14.3
O.K.

α
Ag column (in)
dc (in)
tw (in)
Fy (ksi)
Pr (kips)
Py (kips)
αPr ≤ 0.4Py
Rn (kips)
φ
φRn (kips)
Ru (kips)
Check

Panel Zone Meets Required Strengths
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1.00
10.3
12.5
0.3
50.0
45
515
Yes
113
0.90
101.3
14.5
O.K.

1st Floor Continuity Plate Check
Column Properties
k (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bcf (in)

Beam Properties
1.70
1.11
0.71
12.3

d (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bbf (in)
Zb (in^3)

Required Strength
αs
d* (in)
Fy (ksi)
Ry
Cpr
Mf (kip-in)
Pf (kips)

1.00
20.3
50.0
1.10
1.40
7345.8
308

Limit States
Minimum Column Flange Thickness
tlim (in)
1.08
Check
O.K
Flange Local Bending
φRn (kips)
347
Check
O.K.
Web Local Yielding
lb (in)
0.45
φRn (kips)
318
Check
O.K.
Web Local Crippling
φRn (kips)
898
Check
O.K.
Continuity Plates Not Required
Continuity Plate Size, if Required
Continuity Plate Width (in)
bmax (in)
5.80
bmin (in)
2.895
b used (in)
5.50
Continuity Plate Thickness
tmin (in)
0.34
t used (in)
0.50
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20.7
0.45
0.35
6.5
95.4

2nd Floor Continuity Plate Check
Column Properties
k (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bcf (in)

Beam Properties
1.70
1.11
0.71
12.3

d (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bbf (in)
Zb (in^3)

Required Strength
αs
d* (in)
Fy (ksi)
Ry
Cpr
Mf (kip-in)
Pf (kips)

1.00
15.5
50.0
1.10
1.40
6337.1
347

Limit States
Minimum Column Flange Thickness
tlim (in)
1.17
Check
No Good
Flange Local Bending
φRn (kips)
347
Check
O.K.
Web Local Yielding
lb (in)
0.565
φRn (kips)
322
Check
O.K.
Web Local Crippling
φRn (kips)
1012
Check
O.K.
Continuity Plates Required
Continuity Plate Size, if Required
Continuity Plate Width (in)
bmax (in)
5.80
bmin (in)
3.165
b used (in)
5.50
Continuity Plate Thickness
tmin (in)
0.42
t used (in)
0.50

Roof Continuity Plate Check
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16.1
0.57
0.35
7.04
82.3

Column Properties
k (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bcf (in)

Beam Properties
0.82
0.52
0.3
6.56

d (in)
tf (in)
tw (in)
bbf (in)
Zb (in^3)

Required Strength
αs
d* (in)
Fy (ksi)
Ry
Cpr
Mf (kip-in)
Pf (kips)

1.00
11.9
50.0
1.10
1.40
2256.1
161

Limit States
Minimum Column Flange Thickness
tlim (in)
0.67
Check
No Good
Flange Local Bending
φRn (kips)
76
Check
O.K.
Web Local Yielding
lb (in)
0.425
φRn (kips)
68
Check
O.K.
Web Local Crippling
φRn (kips)
245
Check
O.K.
Continuity Plates Required
Continuity Plate Size, if Required
Continuity Plate Width (in)
bmax (in)
3.13
bmin (in)
1.865
b used (in)
3.00
Continuity Plate Thickness
tmin (in)
0.32
t used (in)
0.50
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12.3
0.43
0.26
4.03
29.3

APPENDIX B

Appendix B contains samples of the MATLAB script used to run the various non-linear
analysis. This appendix is meant to be a reference to highlight how various aspects of the nonlinear analysis were accounted for. It is not meant to be a complete representation of the code used
to perform the analysis.

% Loading and Analysis Toggles
LC = 6;
% Load Combination for Analysis
n_nodes = 2;
% Min number of nodes = 2. Max number of nodes = 9.
second_order = 3;
% 1 = Linear, 2 = P delta, 3 = corotational
refWindSpeed = 156;
%3-sec. gust wind speed in mph in Exp C
windspeed = 0;
% Design Wind Speed (mph)
colshape = 'W12X96';
% 1st & 2nd story Columns
colshape3 = 'W12X35';
% 3rd story Columns
beamshape1 = 'W21X62'; % 1st Floor Beam
beamshape2 = 'W21X48'; % 2nd Floor Beam
beamshape3 = 'W14X22'; % Roof Beam
beamConnectionType = 'nonductile';
nl = 0;
% nl = 1 if notional loads are considered. nl = 0 if
notional loads are not considered.
tau = 1.0;
% Materials and Frame Geometry
B = 31.25*12;
% Bay width (in.)
H = 160;
% Story height (in.)
Fy = 50;
% Yield Strength (ksi)
Ry = 1.1;
nu = 0.3;
as = 0.03;
g = 32.1740*12;
% Gravity (in./s2)
EE = 29000;
% Modulus of elasticity (ksi)
G = EE/(2 + 2*nu);
% Shear Modulus of elasticity (ksi)
% Loads
P1d = -29.479;
P1l = -25.000;
P2d = -29.479;

% Dead Load on 1st Story Columns (k)
% Live Load on 1st Story Columns (k)
% Dead Load on 2nd Story Columns (k)
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P2l = -25.000;
P3d = -22.708;
P3s = -6.250;
Pld1 = -380.746;
Pll1 = -333.333;
Pld2 = -380.746;
Pll2 = -333.333;
Pld3 = -296.654;
Pls3 = -83.333;
Pnd1 = 0.463;
Pnl1 = 0.400;
Pnd2 = 0.463;
Pnl2 = 0.400;
Pnd3 = 0.359;
Pns3 = 0.100;
wd1 = -.754/12;
wl1 = -.533/12;
wd2 = -.754/12;
wl2 = -.533/12;
wd3 = -.546/12;
ws3 = -.133/12;
if windspeed == 110
W1 = 14.38;
W2 = 14.93;
W3 = 7.60;
elseif windspeed ==
W1 = 19.4;
W2 = 20.1;
W3 = 10.2;
elseif windspeed ==
W1 = 29.9;
W2 = 31.0;
W3 = 15.8;
elseif windspeed ==
W1 = 53.7;
W2 = 57.2;
W3 = 29.5;
elseif windspeed ==
W1 = 0;
W2 = 0;
W3 = 0;
End

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Live Load on 2nd Story Columns (k)
Dead Load on 3rd Story Columns (k)
Snow Load on 3rd Story Columns (k)
Dead Load on 1st Story Leaning Column (k)
Live Load on 1st Story Leaning Column (k)
Dead Load on 2nd Story Leaning Column (k)
Live Load on 2nd Story Leaning Column (k)
Dead Load on 3rd Story Leaning Column (k)
Snow Load on 3rd Story Leaning Column (k)
Notional 1st Story Dead Load (k)
Notional 1st Story Live Load (k)
Notional 2nd Story Dead Load (k)
Notional 2nd Story Live Load (k)
Notional 3rd Story Dead Load (k)
Notional 3rd Story Snow Load (k)
Distributed 1st Floor Dead Load (k/in)
Distributed 1st Floor Live Load (k/in)
Distributed 2nd Floor Dead Load (k/in)
Distributed 2nd Floor Live Load (k/in)
Distributed 3rd Floor Dead Load (k/in)
Distributed 3rd Floor Snow Load (k/in)

% 1st Floor Wind Load (k)
% 2nd Floor Wind Load (k)
% Roof Wind Load (k)
127
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220

0

% Nodes
% Joints of Frame
node(1) = node2D(1,[0 0],name);
node(2) = node2D(2,[0 H-(db1/2)],name);
node(3) = node2D(3,[dc/2 H],name);
node(4) = node2D(4,[0 H+(db1/2)],name);
node(5) = node2D(5,[0 (2*H)-(db2/2)],name);
node(6) = node2D(6,[dc/2 2*H],name);
node(7) = node2D(7,[0 (2*H)+(db2/2)],name);
node(8) = node2D(8,[0 (3*H)-(db3/2)],name);
node(9) = node2D(9,[dc3/2 3*H],name);
node(10) = node2D(10,[B 0],name);
node(11) = node2D(11,[B H-(db1/2)],name);
node(12) = node2D(12,[B-(dc/2) H],name);
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node(13)
node(14)
node(15)
node(16)
node(17)
node(18)

=
=
=
=
=
=

node2D(13,[B H+(db1/2)],name);
node2D(14,[B (2*H)-(db2/2)],name);
node2D(15,[B-(dc/2) 2*H],name);
node2D(16,[B (2*H)+(db2/2)],name);
node2D(17,[B (3*H)-(db3/2)],name);
node2D(18,[B-(dc3/2) 3*H],name);

% Boundary conditions
baseOffsetNo = 10000;
node(baseOffsetNo+1) = node2D(baseOffsetNo+1,[0 0],name);
node(baseOffsetNo+10) = node2D(baseOffsetNo+10,[B 0],name);
fix2D(baseOffsetNo+1,[1 1 1],name);
fix2D(baseOffsetNo+10,[1 1 1],name);
fix2D(lcnode+4,[1 1 0],name);
% Coordinate transformation (local to global)
if second_order == 1
geomTransf2D('Linear',1,name);
elseif second_order == 2
geomTransf2D('PDelta',1,name);
else
geomTransf2D('Corotational',1,name);
end
% Panel Zones
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(100,[0
H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape1,colshape,dpt,node,elem,name);
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(200,[0
2*H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape2,colshape,dpt,node,elem,name);
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(300,[0
3*H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape3,colshape3,dpt,node,elem,name);
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(400,[B
H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape1,colshape,dpt,node,elem,name);
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(500,[B
2*H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape2,colshape,dpt,node,elem,name);
[node,elem] = definePanelZone(600,[B
3*H],Ry,Fy,G,as,beamshape3,colshape3,dpt,node,elem,name);
% Nodal Mass
M1 = abs(P1/g+(Pl1/2/g)+((w1*B/g)/2));
M2 = abs(P2/g+(Pl2/2/g)+((w2*B/g)/2));
M3 = abs(P2/g+(Pl3/2/g)+((w2*B/g)/2));
nodeMass(3,[M1 0 0],name);
nodeMass(12,[M1 0 0],name);
nodeMass(6,[M2 0 0],name);
nodeMass(15,[M2 0 0],name);
nodeMass(9,[M3 0 0],name);
nodeMass(18,[M3 0 0],name);
% Elements and materials
n = 10;
% Stiffness modification factor
% Left 1st Story Column
elem_n = 0;
node_n = 18;
elem(1) = elasticBeamColumn2D(1,[1 node_n+1],Ac,E,((1+n)/n)*Ic,1,0,'',name);
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for i = 2:n_nodes
elem(i+elem_n) = elasticBeamColumn2D(i+elem_n,[node_n+(i-1)
node_n+i],Ac,E,((1+n)/n)*Ic,1,0,'',name);
end
node_n = node_n+n_nodes;
elem(elem_n+n_nodes+1) = elasticBeamColumn2D(elem_n+n_nodes+1,[node_n
2],Ac,E,((1+n)/n)*Ic,1,0,'',name);
Lc = H - db1/2;
colMatNo1 = 1;
if hingeCol == 0
% Elastic hinge
Kc = (n+1)*6*E*Ic/Lc;
elastic(colMatNo1,Kc,0,Kc,name);
else
% Plastic hinge
PgPye =
abs(((P1+Pn1+(w1*B/2))+(P2+Pn2+(w2*B/2))+(P3+Pn3+(w3*B/2)))/(Ac*Ry*Fy));
[McMy,theta_p,theta_pc,Lamda] =
defineDeteriorationModelColumn(whtrc,Lc/ryc,PgPye);
My = Ry*Fy*Zc;
Lamda_S = Lamda;
Lamda_C = 0.9*Lamda;
Lamda_A = Lamda;
Lamda_K = 0.9*Lamda;
c = 1;
Res = (0.5-0.4*PgPye);
theta_u = 0.15;
D = 1;
[Ktheta,thetay,eta] =
defineEquivSpringProp('Fixed',Lc,n,((1+n)/n)*Ic,Zc,E,Fy,1.1,McMy,theta_p);
bilin(colMatNo1,Ktheta,eta,My,Lamda_S,Lamda_C,Lamda_A,Lamda_K,c,theta_p,theta
_pc,Res,theta_u,D,name);
end
equalDOF(106,2,[1 2],name);
elem(1001) = zeroLength(1001,[100+6 2],colMatNo1,6,name); % Spring @ top of
column
equalDOF(baseOffsetNo+1,1,[1 2],name);
elem(baseOffsetNo+1) = zeroLength(baseOffsetNo+1,[baseOffsetNo+1
1],colMatNo1,6,name);
% Spring @ bottom of column
% 1st Floor Beam
elem_n = elem_n+n_nodes+1;
elem(elem_n+1) = elasticBeamColumn2D(elem_n+1,[3
node_n+1],Ab1,E,((1+n)/n)*Ib1,1,0,'',name);
for i = 2:n_nodes
elem(i+elem_n) = elasticBeamColumn2D(i+elem_n,[node_n+(i-1)
node_n+i],Ab1,E,((1+n)/n)*Ib1,1,0,'',name);
end
node_n = node_n+n_nodes;
elem(elem_n+n_nodes+1) = elasticBeamColumn2D(elem_n+n_nodes+1,[node_n
12],Ab1,E,((1+n)/n)*Ib1,1,0,'',name);
Lb = B - dc;
bmMatNo1 = 4;
if hingeBm == 0
% Elastic hinge
Kb = (n+1)*6*E*Ib1/Lb;
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elastic(bmMatNo1,Kb,0,Kb,name);
else
% Plastic hinge
if strcmp(beamConnectionType,'ductile')
[theta_p,theta_pc,Lamda] =
defineDeteriorationModelBeam(db1,fbtrb1,whtrb1,'Non-RBS',Fy,Lb,Lb/ryb1);
My = Ry*Fy*Zb1;
Lamda_S = Lamda;
Lamda_C = Lamda;
Lamda_A = Lamda;
Lamda_K = Lamda;
c = 1;
Res = 0.4;
theta_u = 0.2;
D = 1;
[Ktheta,thetay,eta] =
defineEquivSpringProp('Fixed',Lb,n,((1+n)/n)*Ib1,Zb1,E,Fy,1.1,1.1,theta_p);
bilin(bmMatNo1,Ktheta,eta,My,Lamda_S,Lamda_C,Lamda_A,Lamda_K,c,theta_p,theta_
pc,Res,theta_u,D,name);
elseif strcmp(beamConnectionType,'nonductile')
bmMatNo10 = 10;
defineFrameBeamSpringPropNonductile(bmMatNo1,bmMatNo10,'Fixed',Lb,n,((1+n)/n)
*Ib1,db1,Zb1,E,Fy,ryb1,name);
else
error('Invalid beamConnectionType');
end
end
equalDOF(103,3,[1 2],name);
elem(1002) = zeroLength(1002,[100+3 3],bmMatNo1,6,name); % Spring @ left of
beam
equalDOF(409,12,[1 2],name);
elem(4002) = zeroLength(4002,[400+9 12],bmMatNo1,6,name); % Spring @ right of
beam
% Define response recorders
recorder(1) = defineRecorder('Node','','disp',ndf,name); % Node Displacements
recorder(2) = defineRecorder('Node',9,'disp',ndf,name);
% Analysis parameters
defineConstraintEnforcement('Plain',name);
defineDOFnumberer('Plain',name);
defineSystemOfEqn('BandGeneral',name);
defineConvergenceTest('NormDispIncr',1.0e-05,500,name);
defineSolutionAlgorithm('Newton','',name);
nSteps = 10;
defineIntegrator('LoadControl',1/nSteps,name);
defineAnalysis('Static',nSteps,1.0,name);
command('loadConst -time 0.0',name);
% Pushover analysis parameters
controlNode = [9 6 3];
Kz1 = 2.01*(15/900)^(2/9.5);
Kz2 = 2.01*(26.6667/900)^(2/9.5);
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Kz3 = (2.01*(40/900)^(2/9.5))/2; % Kz3 is divided by 2 because the area over
which the wind acts is half as large as those for Kz1 and Kz2
loadPattern = [Kz3 Kz2 Kz1];
controlDof = 1;
tol = 1.e-005;
maxIter = 50;
% Figure parameters
figNo = figNo + 1;
figure(figNo);
% Positive monotonic analysis
monoPosName = [name 'MonoPos'];
createInputFile(monoPosName);
sourceFile(name,monoPosName);
monTarget = 0.067*(3*H)
nSteps = 600;
Dincr = monTarget/nSteps;
analysisPushover(nSteps,Dincr,'Newton','EnergyIncr',tol,maxIter,controlNode,l
oadPattern,controlDof,ndf,monoPosName);
executeAnalysis('OpenSees','echoOn',monoPosName);
% Negative monotonic analysis
figure(figNo-1);
monoNegName = [name 'MonoNeg'];
createInputFile(monoNegName);
sourceFile(name,monoNegName);
monTarget = -0.07*(3*H);
nSteps = 700;
Dincr = monTarget/nSteps;
analysisPushover(nSteps,Dincr,'Newton','EnergyIncr',tol,maxIter,controlNode,l
oadPattern,controlDof,ndf,monoNegName);
executeAnalysis('OpenSees','echoOn',monoNegName);
% Cyclic analysis
if 1 == 1
figure(2);
cyclicName = [name 'Cyclic'];
createInputFile(cyclicName);
sourceFile(name,cyclicName);
Dincr = 0.5*(3*H)/3000;
cycTarget = Dincr*[50 100 150 200];
nCycles = 2;
analysisCyclic3(cycTarget,nCycles,Dincr,'Newton','EnergyIncr',tol,maxIter,con
trolNode,loadPattern,controlDof,ndf,cyclicName);
executeAnalysis('OpenSees','echoOn',cyclicName);
% Extract recorder data
recorder = readRecorderFile(recorder,node,ndf,name);
% Plot "load-displacement" curve
disp = recorder(2).data(2,:);
vLoad = recorder(2).data(1,:);
plot([0 disp/(3*H)],[0 vLoad*sum(loadPattern)/(W/2)],'b','lineWidth',2);
end
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savefig(2,[name 'LoadDef'],'compact');
saveas(2,[name 'LoadDef' '.emf']);
recorder(3) = defineRecorder('Node','','eigen i',ndf,name);
% Analysis parameters
solver = 'fullGenLapack';
numEigenvalues = 3;
eigen(solver,numEigenvalues,name);
defineIntegrator('LoadControl',1,name);
defineAnalysis('Static',nSteps,1.0,name);
% Execute analysis
executeAnalysis('OpenSees','echoOn',name);
% Post-process data
eigenValue = readFile([name,'eigenValue.out']);
omega = zeros(numEigenvalues,1);
T = zeros(numEigenvalues,1);
for i = 1:numEigenvalues
omega(i) = sqrt(eigenValue(i));
T(i) = 2*pi/omega(i);
end
% Extract recorder data
recorder = readRecorderFile(recorder,node,ndf,name);
% Dynamic analysis
dynamicName = [name 'Dynamic'];
createInputFile(dynamicName);
sourceFile(name,dynamicName);
% Fundamental frequencies of vibration (from eigenvalue analysis)
omega = [2.481 7.181]';
% Implicit damping
alphaM = zeta*(2*omega(1)*omega(2)/(omega(1) + omega(2)));
betaK = zeta*2/(omega(1) + omega(2));
rayleigh(alphaM,betaK,0,0,dynamicName);
%%%%%%%accel = load(recordName);
% Define loads
intensityFactor = 0.94
Vmeanhrly = refWindSpeed/1.52; % Mean hourly wind speed in mph
Vref = 32.0;
%46.954 fps. Vref is mean hourly wind speed in
mph at upper level in wind tunnel
RR = 0.662;
% Ratio of 10-m to upper-level wind speed
Vm = Vref*RR;
%Vm is model mean hourly wind speed in mph at
10-m height
Vp = Vmeanhrly;
% Full-scale prototype meanhrly wind speed at
10-m at NIST windfield in mph
Lp = 100;
Lm = 1;
Tm = 100;
% Total test durations for model in sec
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Tp = (Lp/Lm)*(Vm/Vp)*Tm;
%in sec
fm = 500;
% Sampling frequency for model in Hz
DelTm = 1/fm;
% Sampling period for model in sec
DelTp = (Lp/Lm)*(Vm/Vp)*DelTm; %in sec
fp = 1/DelTp;
%in Hz
NData = 3600/DelTp;
%Required number of data to complete 1 hour
windArea = (80*13.33333);
dt = DelTp/sqrt(intensityFactor); % Record time step (s)
recordName1 = 'cp-im1-360deg-face3-story1.txt';
recordName2 = 'cp-im1-360deg-face1-story1.txt';
force1 = load(recordName1);
force2 = load(recordName2);
scalingFactor = (0.00256*(refWindSpeed/1.52)^2*windArea)/2000;
nSteps = size(force1,1);
pathTS(3,dt,recordName1,scalingFactor*intensityFactor,dynamicName);
pathTS(4,dt,recordName2,-scalingFactor*intensityFactor,dynamicName);
[~,~,~,~,~,~,mload2] = mSettings();
mload2(1) = nodeLoad(3,[1,0,0]);
patternPlain(3,3,1.0,mload2,dynamicName);
[~,~,~,~,~,~,mload3] = mSettings();
mload3(1) = nodeLoad(12,[1,0,0]);
patternPlain(4,4,1.0,mload3,dynamicName);

% Analysis
algorithmType = 'Newton';
testType = 'EnergyIncr';
tol = 1*10^-5;
maxIter = 200;
analysisDynamic(nSteps,dt,algorithmType,testType,tol,maxIter,dynamicName);
executeAnalysis('OpenSees','echoOn',dynamicName);
% Extract recorder data
recorder = readRecorderFile(recorder,node,ndf,name);
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